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The new V-epps pre-plumbed system.
Engineered with ingenuity.
There are lots of obvious benefits of V-epps, the industry’s first fully precision engineered, pre-plumbed panel system. It’s fast and inexpensive to
install for a start. But the ingenious engineering, well that’s much less apparent; in fact it’s completely hidden from view. High strength linear-bearing
hinges provide smooth movement and allow panels to be positioned at different heights, with no gaps between panels. The innovative dowel-dock
is designed for perfect panel alignment, while the adjustable zinc plated steel tie backs provide a bracing system for easier installation.
Order your brochure on 01474 353333 or visit www.venesta.co.uk
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Delivering
solutions for
sustainable
buildings

The many faces of Saint-Gobain operating in Scotland

Saint-Gobain has a strong presence in Scotland, steeped
with history and experience, having specified product
solutions for many iconic projects. Saint-Gobain is proud
to support the Festival of Architecture in 2016.
Saint-Gobain designs, manufactures and distributes
construction materials and solutions, which are key
ingredients in the wellbeing of each of us – creating great
places to live, work or play and improving daily life.
Contact Stuart.McKill@saint-gobain.com to arrange
your CPD on multicomfort buildings, or to discuss how
Saint-Gobain’s whole building capability can help you
and your clients.
www.saint-gobain.scot

Q. Is it a smoke vent or is it roof access?
A. Yes.
Don’t forget that Bilco CE-marked smoke vents can also be used for access onto a flat roof,
eliminating the need for additional roof penetration.
Just add a fixed vertical ladder to the side of the vent (opposite the actuator), and your
smoke vent becomes dual purpose.

• Saves space on the roof
• Motorised operation for access
• Reduces cost of having separate access hatch

Tel: 01284 701696 Fax: 01284 702531 www.bilcouk.com email: bilcouk@bilco.com
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From the President

PPP – Peripatetic and (still) Preoccupied with
Procurement
During the summer I have been getting out

architectural walking tours and talks. So the

practices enjoyed a vibrant and diverse range

and about and enjoying many of the events

Festival of Architecture focused and provided

of work 15 years ago. However the drift

offered up by the Festival of Architecture. The

a foil for a community endeavour. It allowed

towards heavy handed procurement and

Pop-Up Cities Expo on Edinburgh’s Mound

the community to hold a mirror up to itself

frameworks has gradually chipped away at

Square was a particular favourite because

and hence recognise the importance of

such diversity, which in turn is a reinforcing

of the opportunity to spend time speaking

architecture to local vibrancy and success

cycle.

to our Expo guides who were welcoming up

as a place. From the Oban perspective, the

to 900 visitors an hour to the event. They

fact that the exhibition was launched by the

politicians and civil servants. Whilst they may

were fantastic ambassadors for the RIAS

Cabinet Secretary, Fiona Hyslop and was

or may not care about regional or smaller

and architecture, eager to speak to people

attended by senior representatives from RIAS

practices, I believe that they do understand

from right around the world or indeed half

and A&DS, was the icing on the cake.

that if such practices are damaged as a result

a mile away. Their spirit and enthusiasm

Of course we are only in October. Great

I have made those points repeatedly to

of centralisation communities such as Oban,

encapsulates the raison d’ être of the Festival,

events and exhibitions like these continue to

Fort William or my own Broughty Ferry and

to engage and to get people of all walks of life

be held up and down Scotland, I hope to visit

countless other towns will be the worse.

to embrace the subject and to speak to the

many more and would certainly recommend

After all who will offer local opportunities

profession.

you do so too. During these trips I have met

for graduate employment, who will be the

literally hundreds of architects and have

local champions, who will host community

found speaking to them hugely beneficial.

education events and who will catalyse

The goals of the Festival were more
than fulfilled at the Mound but they are also
exemplified in literally hundreds of events

My visit to Oban facilitated exactly

community regeneration?

right around the country. At the other end

that sort of discussion as did a recent

These are serious and thorny issues

of the spectrum I was also delighted to

visit to Fort William. As architects from

which politicians I think do understand. Put

attend the opening of the Oban Architecture

around the country will no doubt expect,

bluntly the vibrancy and economic success

Festival. This too was terrific, a real roots up

those conversations turned immediately

of our towns and regional cities is at risk!

endeavour, catalysed by architects Page\Park

to procurement. The current trends

Unfortunately though, procurement is getting

but organised by the local community.

undoubtedly favour the central belt. The lazy

worse before it will get better. The Scottish

adoption of frameworks within what many

Government’s wholehearted adoption of

Prospect North and the Best of the Best

see as a bloated and inefficient procurement

the European Single Procurement Document

exhibitions were all hosted in a redundant

system has been greatly to the detriment

(unlike other parts of Britain or Europe) is

building which may hopefully soon be

of regional and smaller practices. I and RIAS

creating ponderous and lumpen procurement

regenerated by the community. Those

colleagues have had many similar discussions

processes and driving public sector

exhibitions were complemented by

over the years. We recognise that such

organisations towards open tendering. Open

Their endeavour meant that Scotstyle,

8
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tendering will further erode fees and tender
costs across an already weak profession and
industry. Meanwhile the difficulties which the
public sector have in successfully navigating
the procurement process will drive them
even more towards frameworks.
Indeed, frameworks are getting bigger
and bigger. We have already seen the rise
of the Hubco frameworks. More recently
we have seen an increase in those run by

© Malcolm Cochrane

SCAPE Group. Whilst such approaches are
undoubtedly legal and compliant, do we
really want to live in a country where we rely
upon frameworks (as is the case with SCAPE)
run by an organisation which is wholly owned
by six English Councils to deliver up to
£500,000,000 of public work in Scotland?
Procurement is getting bigger and bigger.
Somehow we have to apply the brakes and
steer it in a different direction. In order to do

RIAS President 2017-2019

that I think we have to strongly challenge our

Willie Watt took on the mantle of the

politicians on what they really want for the

Incorporation’s Presidency in May 2015.

future of our country!

His term concludes at next May’s A.G.M.
Per the RIAS’ bye-laws, the
Incorporation’s President is elected by
the Council. Nominees for the Presidency
must be Fellows of the Incorporation.
In addition to the President’s nominee,
other nominations must be notified to the
Secretary by noon on Friday 28th October

Willie Watt PRIAS

(nbaxter@rias.org.uk).
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Behind every great
construction project
is great legal advice
From creation to completion, our industry
leading construction team provides the
advice to take you to where you need to be.
andersonstrathern.co.uk

HIGH Spec.
HIGH Returns.

RAINSCREEN CLADDING

MASONRY FAÇADES

MASONRY WALLS

STEEL FRAME SYSTEMS

Thin, light, HIGH performance insulation
l Slimmer façade constructions with lower U-values.
l Extra space without compromising energy efficiency.
l Greater internal floor area to generate greater rental returns.
l Easier handling for a smoother installation.

Kingspan Kooltherm® K15 Rainscreen Board

Learn more. Go to: www.kingspaninsulation.co.uk/RisingHigh

RISING HIGH
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From Our Archive with Ian Stuart Campbell hon frias

70 years ago

25 years ago

Quarterly 66
November 1946

Prospect 44
Summer 1991
build St Paul’s in 1946. In desperation he
would no doubt conclude the horrid dream
by building his masterpiece from the stacks
of forms and files which would be bursting
the walls of his office.
One wonders if the “schools” in order to
remain practical, will not require to reduce
the time spent on design and construction
and institute a special class for “The Orderly
Manipulation of Forms in Modern Practice
and Procedure”. However trying it may
be, we must admit that controls are still an
unfortunate and necessary evil, to constrain
the greater terror, the “No Dragon of Waste,”
during these dark days until the sun rises
again on the architectural horizon to usher in
a new Golden Age.”
(J G) Aberdeen Chapter Notes
Meanwhile in Glasgow, Chapter members
appeared more concerned about returning

Aberdeen Chapter architects and students
returning from World War II did not settle easily
into “a land fit for heroes”. During their service
years a new hostile bureaucracy had taken hold
at home, frustrating creativity and thus also

architects being usurped in their business and
called for public education to ensure better
appreciation of the architect’s role.
“It is obvious that architects do not do enough

efforts to rebuild the profession…

in bringing their work and thoughts before

“At the time of writing....the normal routine

to say that in nine out of ten instances in

of architectural life proceeds through the
maze of forms and permits accompanied
by headaches of frustration. So much
attempted, so little done, in the way of
actual construction. When one considers
the amount of forms and correspondence
required for quite a small project, before
materials are allocated, it could be assumed
that the most magnificent nightmare for
a present day architect might well be to
imagine himself as Wren commissioned to

12

the public. In fact, it is not an exaggeration
which architecture appears in the press, so
often is it completely misrepresented. On the
other hand many uninformed people such
as engineers, speculative builders and so on,
quite often usurp the architect’s position in
publicising themselves on subjects which are
in the architect’s province.
Perhaps the Incorporation might get
itself a public relationship officer to enlighten
the public. Not the least of the architect’s
multifarious duties is to win the confidence of
the public.” N R J J Glasgow Chapter.

Each new decade brings new crises for building
industries and inevitably designers are first
to feel the ‘chill’ when new enquiries dry up.
Insecurity and redundancy undermine all
the good work and best intentions of RIAS
yet many still feel that the Incorporation
could be more proactive and helpful in these
circumstances…
“Don’t Panic… and so I am afraid we will have
to let you go.” Like the death of a friend
after a long illness, not unexpected but still
a shock. Reactions ran through anger and
resentment; “Why me?” Despair. “How will I
pay the bills?” “Where will I get another job
these days?”
I phoned home to pass on the news.
Fortunately my wife’s attitude was very
positive, after a pause she said, “It’s a great
opportunity. Decide what you want to do and
go for it!”

RIAS Quarterly Autumn 2016

1 year ago
RIAS Quarterly Issue 23
Autumn 2015
Sound advice, so do I stay in architecture;

The intention of “Edible Architecture”
Autumn 2015

or fulfil my childhood dream and become a

Issue 23

bus driver? Can I afford to retire? (I am not old

of architects who practice within Glasgow’s

enough anyway).
On CV’s the RIBA practice notes on
this were helpful, i.e. keep it brief, a couple
of pages with the most recent work given
greatest prominence. Recipients have said

was to promote the work of the high number
Merchant City in a fun and engaging way. The

the journal of the royal incorporation of architects in scotland

success of the event and positive feedback

Scottish Student Awards for Architecture

we received from participants and the

“What I Did on my Holidays”

public, has further motivated the GIA in our

Festival of Architecture 2016
Bernat Klein Hon FRIAS

preparations for 2016.”

an expansive CV is great, fifty expansive CV’s
are indigestible. Apart from this the RIBA

RIAS Quarterly Autumn 2015
© Ross Campbell Photography

were no help and the RIAS less. Whoever
went through the exercise described in the
RIAS Newsletter of August ‘91 is not aware of

23
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RIAS can’t or won’t do is no help or comfort.
It would be better to say nothing. Is this what
we pay our money for?

9 772044 185005

£12.00

situation puts on victims. A list of things the

>

the psychological pressure that this type of

How about employers sending a tenner
to the RIAS with name, qualifications and
experience of anyone that they make
unemployed. The RIAS to act as processing
house for vacancies against jobs. Too late
this time. Too few jobs anyway but it would
save time, effort and expense of CV writers
and the hundreds of refusals by recipients. It
would also give the illusion that the RIAS are
doing something.
I have little useful advice to give anyone
in the same position:
•

don’t panic, it will pass... sometime,

•

keep in touch with your architectural
acquaintances, therein lies your best
hope, all advertised jobs are swamped
with applications but you could be the
lucky one,

•

marry a good woman who will give you
moral support (or better still financial
support), this has to be planned well in
advance! Good luck!”

Still concerned in the 21st century about low
public esteem, architects in Glasgow mounted
an eye catching gastronomic exercise “Edible
Architecture”.....
“We are a resolute bunch when presented
with a challenge. When a prize is involved
things can get a little competitive. So,

Edible Architecture
20

when the call went out to the architects
of Glasgow’s Merchant City, inviting them
to take part in an architectural bake-off,
project deadlines were set to one side,
design teams were assembled and specialist
subcontractors were contacted. The rules
were simple. Submit a cake in the form
of a recent project or favourite Glasgow
building, and prepare a short Pecha Kucha
style presentation to explain the process
and to prove that the cake was made by the
architect.

(Name and address withheld)
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above
Georgian Main Street
below
Telford’s Bridge
opposite
Square
All images © Ian Stuart Campbell
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Ian Stuart Campbell hon frias offers some ‘snaps’, sketches and personal reflections…

Impressions of Dunkeld
Architecture, Innovation and Design have

Complete rebuilding created today’s

in London (1802) to survey the Scottish

ensured this most attractive settlement has

charming, 18th century ‘vernacular’, High

Highlands. His findings indicated that

long held a pivotal role in Scotland both

Street running east-west, parallel to the

existing roads were inadequate and progress

geographically and historically. As a fulcrum,

River Tay with its ‘Y’ fork at the west end. The

seriously interrupted by unbridged rivers and

close to the centre of Scotland’s land mass,

triangular Market Cross originally opened

lochs. Telford’s design for Dunkeld Bridge

Dunkeld was founded in Pictish times and

on the right towards Dunkeld House by Sir

(completed in 1809) was his first in a series

became a leading medieval ecclesiastical

William Bruce (c.1680 -demolished 1827)

transforming Scotland’s Highlands.

centre.

and to the left towards the Cathedral. This

Telford’s elegant, seven arch, bridge

18th century plan prevailed until a hugely

channeled traffic through Dunkeld at right

Dunkeld’s grand Cathedral and the medieval

significant bid to improve north-south travel

angles to the original High St, creating

township was also seriously damaged in the

through Scotland was presented before the

today’s Georgian Atholl Street. Bridge costs

first Jacobite rising (1689). Shortly thereafter

UK Parliament.

of £14,000 were part funded by the Duke of

Reformation however devastated

it was virtually obliterated in military action

Dunkeld Bridge arose out of Scots

Atholl in an early version of PPP. Opposition

against this most northerly outpost of the

engineer Thomas Telford winning the

to the Duke recouping a bridge toll arose,

king’s troops.

commission from the Lords of the Treasury

however and was reportedly behind the 1869

15
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clockwise from top left
Dunkeld vernacular; Vennel to River Tay; Cathedral Street; Cathedral; Cathedral Gates; Dunkeld Square and High Street
parallel to the river
All images © Ian Stuart Campbell
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Impressions of…

above left
Cathedral
above right
Ossian’s Hall overlooking the Falls of Braan
All images © Ian Stuart Campbell

explosion which damaged the Duke’s Folly,

Queen Victoria and her Prince Consort,

However as ‘the engineer give-eth, so

The Hermitage (1758). Designed as a pleasure

became the first British monarchs to visit

may he take-eth away’. Vitality and prosperity

ground this area remains majestically planted

the Highlands. Arriving at Dunkeld in 1842

won through improved accessibility now

with giant trees around Ossian’s Hall, the

she began a lifelong passion for Scotland’s

again needs reconsideration as railways

Georgian folly built as a grotto overlooking

uplands. Establishing Balmoral Castle

and roads now by-pass all bar the largest

the Falls of Braan.

as a royal retreat popularised mountain

settlements. The enduring charms of Dunkeld

landscapes and wildlife, bagpipes, tartans and

as a Highland gateway, as well as being a

topographical grain demanded considerable

even whisky. Rekindled interest in Scotland’s

beautifully preserved 18th century vernacular

ingenuity. Engineering brought bridges,

traditions, music and sport reinforced ‘Annual

township, will undoubtedly ensure a

tunnels and railways, along with steam ships

Highland Gatherings’ which had begun in

continuing significance for Scotland’s smallest

on larger Lochs, and previously remote

Dunkeld (1822) and now continue worldwide

cathedral city.

settlements became accessible.

wherever Scottish ex-pat communities exist.

Negotiating Scotland’s transverse

Ian Stuart Campbell Hon FRIAS
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Mozolowski & Murray
Conservatories Orangeries

To find out more call us on

0345 050 5440
Visit our design centre
or request a brochure.

Sun Lounges Garden Rooms

Mozolowski & Murray
Conservatory Design Centre
57 Comiston Road Edinburgh EH10 6AG
Open 7 days 10am to 5pm

www.mozmurray.co.uk
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Prospect North
© Anastasija Sirokova

Events and Exhibitions
A&DS continues to Say Hello to Architecture, as part of its contribution to the Festival of
Architecture and the Year of Innovation, Architecture and Design throughout 2016 – including the
Prospect North exhibition, the Best of the Best and a walking tour to explore buildings at risk.

www.ads.org.uk @ArcDesSco #hello2arch

© Rae-Yen Song

© Ross Campbell

Prospect North
27 October – 9 November, Level 2, The
Lighthouse, Glasgow
18 November – 27 November, West Ward
Works, Dundee
Prospect North was Scotland’s contribution
to the 15th International Architecture
Exhibition of la Biennale di Venezia – an
immersive exhibition curated by Lateral
North, Dualchas Architects and Soluis,
co-curated by Architecture and Design

Best of the Best: Scotland’s AwardWinning Buildings, Places and
Communities
Touring Exhibition – see website for
venue updates.

A BRISK WALK: audio-walking tour of
buildings at risk in Glasgow

Scotland and supported by the Scotland +
Venice partnership – Scottish Government,

A&DS have teamed up with Walking Heads

Architecture and Design Scotland, Creative

Tours to produce a tour of buildings at risk in

Scotland and British Council Scotland.

Glasgow. The purpose of the A Brisk Walk tour

The exhibition explores Scotland’s

is to encourage people from all walks of life to

community based initiatives and also looks at

get involved and active with consideration of

This touring exhibition celebrates the ‘Best

Scotland’s relation to its northern neighbours

the future of these buildings at risk.

of the Best’ of Scotland’s buildings, places

through narratives, portraits and evocative

Narrated by Johnny Rodger (writer, critic

and communities. As part of 2016 Year of

imagery, highlighting Scotland’s place and

and professor of Urban Literature at the

Innovation, Architecture and Design and

identity within an economically emerging

Glasgow School of Art) with additional input

Festival of Architecture 2016, Best of the Best

northern region. The exhibition features

by Shona Simpson (Built Heritage Officer at

collects and showcases 132 award-winning

a topographical map of Scotland allowing

Glasgow City Council) the tour takes you on a

projects from the past five years. The

audiences to be transported across Scotland

short journey through Glasgow’s city centre,

buildings, places and communities on show

through cutting edge Augmented Reality

highlighting several buildings in various states

are drawn from a range of awards promoted

– created by Glasgow firm Soluis. Since its

of dereliction and disrepair. It also highlights

by key national organisations including

return from Venice, Prospect North has

buildings that have previously been at risk

the RIAS, Civic Trust and Saltire Society.

featured at the Oban Festival of Architecture,

and have either already been saved or are

The exhibition is supported by Forestry

and will run at The Lighthouse in October and

currently undergoing repair.

Commission Scotland.

West Ward Works in Dundee as part of the

The Best of the Best exhibition has
so far been on show in Oban, Glasgow,

The tour is delivered through the

Grand Finale of the Festival of Architecture in

GuidiGO App which is available for iPhones,

November.

Android phones and Google Glass.

Helensburgh, Edinburgh, Peebles, Stirling,
Portree and Aberdeen with further venues

More information:

announced on www.ads.org.uk.

www.walkingheads.net www.guidigo.com

for more information:
www.ads.org.uk | exhibitions@ads.org.uk | @ArcDesSco
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Banteay Srei Temple
© Lucy MacKenzie

What I did on my holidays
Each year for the Autumn Quarterly we ask RIAS members the
familiar back-to-school essay question, “What did you do on
your holidays?” The rich and evocative reports published here
demonstrate that, even on vacation, the vocation of architecture
remains in focus – for cameras, and minds.

20
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Angkor Thom
© Lucy MacKenzie

Cambodia & Vietnam 2016, Year of the Monkey
I have always enjoyed a good action movie

The Cu Chi Tunnels dug by the Viet Cong

The other temples include Banteay Srei

with temples, insects and an exotic backdrop.

(Women’s Temple), a fantastically detailed

during the Vietnam War are a huge network

So it was no surprise that visiting Angkor Wat

small complex. The detail is so fine, the

including rooms, mainly used for guerrilla

in Cambodia was on a (very) long list. We

‘logic’ had been that only delicate female

fighting. The ‘accommodation’ was very

visited these quite different neighbours in

hands could build it (I have big hands so

practical with a mix of kitchens, arms making

January.

this didn’t make much sense, but in reality

rooms and sleeping areas. These were in

this is how many common names like the

their own way an underground city, certainly

we visited the killing fields and museums

squinty bridge and gherkin arise). Ta Phrom

not for the claustrophobic.

in and around Phnom Penh. A very sombre

is a fantastic battle of nature claiming its land

start to the trip. There is a stupa where the

back. Huge limbs crawl over the temple,

notable, both having experienced violent near

major bones of the mass graves have been

draping themselves like snakes and splitting

history, but both accepting and moving on

excavated following the Khmer Rouge regime

blocks and joints without thought of a risk

with life at a breath-taking pace. If you want

of the late 1970s. What isn’t immediately

assessment. Angkor Thom, in the Bayon style,

to see the world, this is a great place to start.

obvious is that the smaller bones were left in

features massive smiling heads which watch

the soil, along with clothing fragments which,

you through doorways. It is considered a

after rain, are now appearing on the surface

baroque version of the Khmer style. There

where you walk.

is a causeway lined with demons and gods,

Prior to setting off to see Angkor Wat,

After the brutality of the killing fields we
were looking forward to some less recent
history and headed to Angkor Wat (Temple

Things we learned (there’s always CPD)
1.

are empty cartridges – this causes some

threatening manner.
Crossing into Vietnam to Ho Chi Minh
City, there was an explosion of colour,

160 hectares and was generally constructed

vibrancy and decoration everywhere. It was

in the 12th century in the Khmer style.

Chinese New Year (Year of the Monkey).

There is a wide variation in style over and

This is a country of motorbikes, mopeds

above the main temple, now featured on

and bravery to cross the road. An added

Cambodia’s national flag. The main temple

element of danger was that many bikes were

is akin to a mountain and a force of nature,

transporting their New Year trees, generally

but the friezes are the most impressive with

blossom or kumquat trees ‘strapped’ on

thousands of figures and animals telling tales

ambitiously.

You can’t take home a model plane
made out of bullets (even though they

again staring at you in either a serene or

City), a huge network of temples. It covers

of past glories.

The contrast between the countries was

excitement at the airport),
2. if you have a large bosom, squeezing into
a fox hole is best avoided,
3.

when people talk about the Happy
House, this is just the toilet (in Vietnam),

4. homemade rice wine in a re-used
manky bottle might not agree with your
stomach, but is worth a go and
5.

500 words is not enough to scratch the
surface of these fantastic countries.

Lucy MacKenzie FRIAS
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Sanok

The rambling countryside around is

The fall of the Berlin Wall and accession to

spectacular affair than John Paul II at Krakow.

the EU of Poland has allowed many of us

Rzeszow also has a stunning cable-stay

like Scotland’s Borders. For architects there

to visit there and other Eastern European

bridge by BBR over the river Wislok.

are riches to explore. Sanok hosts a rural

countries. For many this means Krakow.

Sanok lies in the Subcarpathians in Galicia

architecture park - Skansen - where old

Beautiful as that city is, my trips take me

on the San River in the Lesser Poland region.

buildings of differing ethnicities have been

farther afield.

It sits in a wooded, hilly area, surrounded

carefully taken down and rebuilt, forming

by the Bieszczady mountain range. Before

neighbourhoods within a village. Thus

the town of Sanok. It’s about the same size

World War II, the Osława and San Rivers line

there are “mountain area” houses, “village”

as Perth and its history goes back to 1150 and

was designated the wild frontier between

houses, shops, a school, Orthodox and

has been one of affluence followed by . . .

Poles and Lemkos. There were many invaders

Catholic Churches and a Synagogue under

well, not. World War II more or less destroyed

over the centuries – the Vlachs, Ruthenians,

construction. Skansen hosts regular markets

the place and while the years of communist

Rus etc. For those of a literary bent the town

and has been used as a set for historical

rule were not particularly easy. Prosperity has

features on the international Good Soldier

dramas. The idea is to help foster a degree

returned with the help of EU monies. Access

Schweik trail as the World War I skiver passed

of communality by means of architectural

is via Rzeszow airport, designed by APA

through Sanok on his travels, leaving his

conservation. The different ethnicities have

Czech_Duliński_Wróbe architects, a more

name to a brewery.

not always lived in harmony. This area has

One of my sons is married to a Pole from
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What I did on my holidays

All images © Douglas Read

been fought over for centuries, being within

Less visited than it deserves the Museum

Baltic to the Balkans. The icons of the three

walking distance and sniper range of Ukraine

was one of the reasons for my most recent

confessions differ in use of colour, content,

– a recent scandal the arrival of an almost

visit – the main one being the christening of

perspective and what is often referred to

spent bullet, allegedly from Ukraine, through

our grandson Alex. The museum is based

as “reverse perspective”. My wife is in the

a shop window.

in the Royal Castle with centuries-old

throes of a Masters degree and her studies

painted icons of the Catholic, Orthodox and

focus on these very icons – our secondary

in a mixture of Art Nouveau and Art Deco

Uniate Churches. This last was founded

reason for this visit. The curator, Katarzyna

styles. EU money has produced an increasing

in an attempt to reconcile the doctrines of

Winnicka, described as “a national treasure”,

number of commercial developments. There

the other two. The result, predictably, was

is very helpful and having a keen student

is a wonderful town square surrounded

that the adherents were damned by the

arrive fired her enthusiasm to produce icons

by what we might describe as Russo-

other two. There have been steps toward

and explanations aplenty.

neo-classical, vaguely reminiscent of St

reconciliation since Vatican II.

In the town centre there are buildings

Petersburg, highly coloured and decorated.

That all three variations of Christianity

The fourth side opens over a precipitous cliff

are represented goes back to the historic

face to the north-east over the San and down

invasions. Sanok lies on the schismatic

to the Museum of Icons.

fault line that runs across Europe from the

Douglas Read PPRIAS
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California Dreaming – Meier and The Getty Centre

It is totally divorced from the city. You

I finally made it to California. Those icons

of the New York Five. Like most of my

of surfing beaches, West Coast music and

contemporaries, I plagiarised his lean, black

arrive into a massive multi storey car park

latterly the iPhone have attracted me for

and white axonometric drawing. I watched

and are guided by perfectly uniformed staff

many years and here I was in the Sunshine

his work develop from early clapperboard

onto a funicular railway. This builds a sense of

State. For me, American highlights tend to be

houses on the East Coast and although never

anticipation bordering on the liturgical, as you

individual buildings rather than their overall

a true disciple, he is one of my favourite

rise silently through the ever changing views

city making, so after a stop over to see two of

international architects.

on your journey upwards onto the mount.

my world favourites in New York (the Chrysler

The scope of the Getty Centre is awe-

The Centre is not a building, but rather

and the Rockefeller Centre) I was driving

inspiring. A cultural centre containing some

a series of courtyards and pavilions. The

along the six lanes of the San Diego Freeway

of the world’s finest art, on a spectacular

outside spaces have views of the sea

towards Richard Meier’s Getty Centre.

site in the Santa Monica hills, overlooking

or mountains. The beautifully designed

I have never been a fan of the

the freeways and chaos of Los Angeles, it

landscape changes, from almost tropical

globalisation of architecture, but have

obviously had an almost unlimited budget. As

through to desert. You wander through the

always had an admiration for Meier. As a

an architectural commission, I suppose it is a

courtyards and go into the pavilions, either

student at the Mac, I thought him the best

bit like being asked to design a new Acropolis.

to see the art collection or to eat in a range
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What I did on my holidays

All images © Alistair Scott

of environments, from the elegance of white

town. The concept was admirable. However

displays its LEED Silver Award with pride, but

table cloths to the ubiquitous paper cup

many of the crudely designed junctions do

I couldn’t really see that environmentalism

on a bench. The sequence of light, views

not really support the idea.

was a major driver. There was still acres of

and shadow is beautiful, the courtyards

The airy, light-filled circulation spaces

unshaded glazing which required cooling.

serene and visitors quiet and reverential. It

allow you to float through the buildings.

Unfortunately the fountains were turned off

transcends the noise and chaos of the city

The galleries themselves are surprisingly

because of a water shortage.

below, a place you visit to be inspired by the

conservative, rectangular rooms laid out in a

views and the great art.

traditional enfilade. The collection is the usual

place to wander, be inspired and enjoy the

suspects of world art which I didn’t have

art. Go and see it if you can. It is wonderful

enough time to explore.

in an American way. However as a resident

It is a Meier building to the core,
everything on a grid, the constant palette of
glass and 30 inch square metal panels. He

As a leading world building designed

But I liked the Centre, it is just a great

of Edinburgh, I cannot help thinking that Mr

introduces travertine as a second material

in the late 20th Century, I was intrigued to

Meier would have loved to set his pavilions

and sets up a dialogue of rough and smooth,

see how it responded to the environmental

into a real Italian hill town.

almost as if trying to place his new buildings

agenda, which was emerging (and much

within the context of some ancient Italian hill

talked about) in California at that time. It

Alistair Scott RIAS
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Lurbe Saint Christau
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What I did on my holidays

All images © Peter Smith

We arrived in Lurbe Saint Christau, in the
Pyrénées-Atlantiques, from the bustling
beach town of San Sebastian, its deserted
streets a tonic to the thronged boulevards
of the popular Basque city. Cracked slates,
broken tiles, collapsed walls that had become
garden features, cows meandering along,
driven by farmers past makeshift concrete
and steel sheds with seamed aluminium
roofs. There are no architectural headlines
here. The area is notable instead for its
irregular streets lined with unremarkable
buildings, united by their recurring regional
features: uneven stone walls, brightly
coloured shutters and pitched slate roofs.
The newer houses are obvious,
crouching between the wizened elders of
the commune as they try to emulate their
language and dress, the planar block walls
with smooth render a starched polyester
shirt in a wardrobe of soft flannel. White,
powder-coated, rollers – ubiquitous in the
larger cities – take the place of the painted
wooden panels that otherwise adorn the
walls. But they find their place all the same,
following the ancient grain of the village,
insignificant against the expansive landscape,
rolling across cornfields and stretching
skywards to rocky peaks. Tiny lizards scale

the walls looking for a warm, sheltered spot
to invigorate their bones as the Gave d’Aspe
mumbles quietly past, like an overheard
conversation.
J.G. Ballard’s 1975 novel, High Rise, was
my holiday reading of choice for this trip, a
science-fictional ode to the dangers of life
at close quarters and mankind’s subjugation
of the natural order wrought over 40 floors
of concrete and glass. Towering above the
irregular walls of Lurbe Saint Christau, the
shadows cast are stark in the late August
sunshine. A new social order is born behind
the closed doors of Ballard’s recognisably
skewed world as the dogs sleep on in shady
corners through the midday heat. Nature
finds a way through abnormal circumstances.
But the act of building is itself a revolution
against nature; each chiselled stone an
attempt to subsume the natural order to
our own end. In its own primitive way, the
architecture of Lurbe Saint Christau was

sense, but these un-designed, unplanned
settlements are a joy to the senses. There is
something in their anarchic freedom from an
affected architectural language that echoes
with a quiet and sincere humanity. Whilst the
high rise is deliberately muscular, purposeful
and abstract in biological terms, these homes
are held close to the earth and in turn bring
us closer to it.
I suppose the joy that I find here is in
the peculiar composition of whimsical and
practical intervention. It is the place that is
loved and the buildings make it possible to
remain there indefinitely, in turn becoming
an intimate extension of it, blurring the
boundaries between humanity, the natural
and the imposed. If we accept that decay
is inevitable then we become open to the
possibilities of gradual and continuous
change so that our architecture might
become not only essential but integral: a
living, breathing thing.

once a minor rebellion; people attempting to
control and shape the earth to accommodate
their version of modern life. Our 21st Century
cities have learned and unlearned the same
lessons.
They are useless in the modern

Peter Smith RIAS
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Isle of Man – Building a Den

To respect the wider wild patch and

Every summer we take our kids to visit their

to build a den in the deepest and wildest

grandparents on the Isle of Man. It’s lovely;

part of the wild patch, hidden amongst the

minimise disruption I hammered four

a bit like a mini-Scotland with glens, hills,

trees, with the caveat that it be something of

fencepost stakes into the ground, trimmed

rocky cliff walks and sandy beaches. The

interest, not just a shed.

them down and anchored them with recycled

grandparents live in a typical, refurbished,

An unfriendly bed of nettles was the

timber joists to form a basic elevated frame.

Manx two-storey cottage which sits within

gifted plot – unwanted for any other use and

Onto this I fixed a variety of square dressed

a steep south-facing garden and includes a

deeply shaded in summer. I didn’t really have

offcuts from the woodshed, mixed with

large allotment and wild meadow patch. As

a plan in mind but wanted to see what the

recycled bed base timbers to create a solid

an avid den builder from an early age I had

plot could offer when cleared. There was a

floor. The vertical form was derived from

fond memories of plotting and executing the

stockpile of timber joists from the house’s

a request by the end user for a two-storey

next big adventure from my den-base. The

renovation which had been sitting in the

tower at one end, designed to fit under the

grandparent’s garden was a perfect place

wood shed for a number of years. Reviewing

branches of a tree and provide the best views

for a good den. After careful consultation

these quickly determined the optimum den

out over the fields to spot invading Vikings.

with the landowner, permission was granted

length.
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All images © Euan Whitmore

off and creates a climbing wall onto the upper

larch and square dressed planks, all in 3.6m

quick skim I figured I knew enough to give it

level. Utilising more of the reclaimed joists I

lengths. Transportation was by car so each

a go. To be fair the end result was pleasing

constructed the frame and upper level. The

piece was cut to 1.2m lengths to squeeze into

enough but a lot more practice is required to

next challenge was to clad the structure.

the boot; by default determining the width of

reach even a basic level of skill. However, the

the den, the total cost - £35.

completed panel looked good, provided a

The local sawmill is Government owned.
As well as stocking a massive array of Manx

The shiplap larch boarding provided

secretive viewing point for the occupants and

timber sections, they have a bargain bin,

a great roof and wall cladding, very well

helped assure the landowners that this was

where all timbers deemed outwith their

ventilated to ensure good drying. But on the

more than just a shed.

quality tolerances are dumped. Everything

approach elevation I decided to try something

was a £1 nomatter how long, thick or wide

a little different. An extensive willow hedge

it was. Like a kid in a sweet shop I spent a

runs along one side of the garden; every year

long time sorting through this pile of about

it’s trimmed and stockpiled for use as fuel and

100 pieces, searching for groups of timber I

allotment supports. On a shelf in the lounge

could utilise; several sections of shipboard

was a book on willow weaving and after a

Euan Whitmore RIAS
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RIAS Centenary Garden

self binding
gravel

secluded seating area

fernery
pleached beech hedge
structural planting

corten pond with waterlillies
suntrap seating area

informal seasonal planting

climbing plants over walls and railings

AS Centenary Garden Design Ideas Competition-The Skycatcher- Giants eye view

July 2016

The dramatic change in levels from the front to the rear of the RIAS

elegant, several witty. They all deserve the thanks of their professional

building at 15 Rutland Square, Edinburgh and the substantial build-up

peers for devoting their time and ingenuity to the task.

of the streets behind the building resulted in the unusual, but special,

The winner, from the 11 designs submitted, selected by our jury of

phenomenon of a small walled garden, some two and a half metres

Karen Anderson FRIAS, Christophe Egret Hon FRIAS, Gwyneth Hardy,

below ground level, behind the building. For years this little suntrap

Producer of BBC’s Beechgrove Garden and the renowned landscape

has been a relatively neglected apology for a garden, with non-descript

architect, Ian White Hon FRIAS, is a model of spare landscaping with

shrubs in a wide border around concrete pavioured hardstanding with

one bold architectural feature. The design centres upon a large, linear,

weeds sprouting through the cracks.

above ground, COR-TEN steel lily pond.

In 2015, RIAS Council agreed that, among the celebrations of the

At the time of writing the garden is very much a work in progress,

Incorporation’s centenary in 2016, the garden should be transformed

due for completion in mid-October. Thomas Hamilton RIAS’s very

through a competition among members.

particular design legacy for the RIAS centenary, whose restrained

The first task was improving access. Previously a doorway in the

angled surfaces and spare architectural planting scheme are an

Garden Room led into a cramped, dark, lobby with a further door

appropriate foil to a Georgian townhouse, will soon be opened with all

awkwardly angling out into the garden. The appropriate permissions

due ceremonial. His co-competitors will all, of course, be invited.

were sought to improve access by way of a contemporary French

Gardens take time. It will undoubtedly be a year or two before

window, designed by our house architects, LDN. As that was being

the full glory of the Incorporation’s new outdoor room can be fully

implemented in the early months of this year, a modest competition

enjoyed. Its use as a place for meetings, gatherings and the quiet

among our members sought a design for the centenary garden.

contemplation of the infinite, all the proper role of any garden, will

It is, perhaps, inevitable, when you challenge architects with a
garden design, that a significant number of proposals will incorporate
quite a lot of builder work. All of the designs were ingenious, some

32

however commence on its first sunny day.

Neil Baxter Hon FRIAS
Secretary & Treasurer
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Competitions

RIAS Centenary Garden Design Ideas Competition-The Skycatcher- View from Seating Area

July 2016

corten steel edging and pond

high quality concrete paving to suntrap area

self binding gravel

fernery within secluded area

perenial seasonal planting

accents of allium within infomal planting

pleached beech hedging to provide structure

climbing plants to existing railings and walls

winner

RIAS Centenary Garden Design Ideas Competition-The Skycatcher- Palette

Thomas Hamilton RIAS

July 2016
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Centenary Zen - RIAS Centenary Garden Design Competition

La
gr
p
pu

CANOPY

Cl
(s
ea
re
pru
PLANTERS

BENCHES

14mm silver/grey
granite stone
chippings for zen
garden area (min.
75mm deep
covering to create
raked pattern)

White smooth
paving slabs for
hard landscaped
areas with stone
chips between
paving gaps

COURTYARD

submissions (from top left):
Gordon Carswell RIAS
Kelly Chan RIAS (Pocket Size Architecture)
Sean Douglas RIAS and Gavin Murray RIAS
Dr Christine Gonzalez-Longo RIAS
GWS Architects
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Ti m b e r t r e l l i s /
screening to be
timber framed,
grid formation with
painted black
finish

Po
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Pro
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Competitions

Gravel edge to the building with
a low level planting border

'The Stage Room' area forms an
open and flexible space with the
potential for outdoor meetings/
reunions/events with immediate
access from the meeting room.

EW FROM NORTH

Retractable sail shade cover with
mobile seating

Retractable wave shade that creates a sheltered
space. Area can be lit using catenary lighting.

VIEW FROM WEST
Mobile planters that screen the metal stair.
Potential use of the space under the steps for
storage of materials/furniture.

Gravel path with paving slabs for
better accessibility.

'The Play Room' area is defined
by hang out hammocks, mobile
furniture and more vivid colourful
planting that offers a refuge
for people to relax in an urban
environment.

Temporary exhibitions using the wave shade
posts and the hammocks posts.

A'

Plan

B

Mobile planters along the rear of
the steps to screen the metal
exit stair.

Conceptual Palette

50@A1

Mobile planters

Retractable wave shade

Foldable hammocks

Mobile seating

Retractable wave shade

Building edge

xit stair

EW
FROM STAIRCASE
tion A-A'

Section B-B'

VIEW FROM SOUTH

View of Courtyard Garden

Visualisation

submissions (from top left):
David MacRitchie FRIAS and Ruairidh Moir RIAS
Graeme Nicholls RIAS
AHR Architects
Chryssanthi Perpatidou RIAS (two submissions)
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winner
Richard Thomson, Lucy Allen and Jon Allcock

Charles McKean Memorial Prize
Architecture students Richard Thomson, Lucy Allen and Jon Allcock

The judges, from RIAS, SCA and Historic Environment Scotland,

(in absentia) were presented with the Scottish Castles Association

unanimously agreed that the entry by the University of Edinburgh trio

Charles McKean Memorial Prize for Architecture 2016 by Lord Steel

should be the winner.

of Aikwood and Margaret McKean at a reception hosted by The Royal
Incorporation on Thursday 22nd September.
This new prize, particularly appropriate in this Festival of
7.

The students designed a scheme to revitalise the ruined Preston
Tower in Prestonpans by proposing a new craft glass workshop within
the walled garden, with an attached café and exhibition spaces. In
8.

Architecture year, is for the best architecture student design for

addition, concerned about the disconnect between the town and the

the reoccupation and extension of a ruinous tower house or castle.

tower, the students created an interactive trail through the town’s

Former RIAS Secretary and late President of the Scottish Castles

industrial and cultural heritage, using the popular treasure-hunting

Association, Professor Charles McKean, was keenly interested in

phone app ‘Geocaching’.

modern uses for old buildings. He would have been excited by the
imaginative responses received.

The Scottish Castles Association is very encouraged by the interest
in castle restoration among the architects of tomorrow.

The student entries designed re-use and extensions for
Gilbertfield Tower, Newark Castle in Fife and Preston Tower.
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Janet Brennan
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12.

Intervening in Preston Tower and its walled garden allow the tower itself to become part of the exhibition.

13.

The ‘Hot Glass Workshop’- the creation of a new industrial story within Preston Tower’s walled garden

winner
Richard Thomson, Lucy Allen and Jon Allcock

submission
Charles Wotherspoon
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Charles McKean Memorial Prize

submission
Stewart Rees

CROSS SECTION

LONG SECTION

G I L B E R T F I E L D

submission
Ross Cochrane and Tokini Kent
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submission
Connor English and Matt McCallum

Exhibition/Visitor Space
Visual Arts
Literary Arts
Performing Arts

Lowe r G ro u n d Fl o o r
1:500

F irs t F loor
1 :5 0 0

Axo no metric Dia gra m d is p l a ying P ro gra mme

Sho r t Se c ti o n
1:200

Ex p l o ra tio ns o f s pa ce thro ug h m o del- m a ki n g

U ppe r G ro u n d Fl o o r
1:200

Ex p l o ra tio ns o f s pa ce thro ug h m o del- m a ki n g

Lo n g S e c t i o n
1:200

M o d el o f t i m ber lo uv res

submission
Alice Lodge
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WHY WOOD?

Inn at John O’ Groats - GLM architects. Image ©Pip Rustage

Fast build times, off-site fabrication options,
significant environmental benefits like carbon
storage and providing low-energy options.

And some amazing designs…….
Forestry Commission Scotland is pleased to
sponsor the Festival of Architecture…

RIAS Quarterly Autumn 2016

Festival of Architecture – the Grand Finale
The city of Dundee hosts the Festival of Architecture 2016 Grand

by art duo Colony, the pods will direct visitors to Dundee’s newest city

Finale on 18-19 November. Light Nights will bring together a

centre park, Slessor Gardens – also the setting for a festive-themed

spectacular programme of events. Light Nights will mark both the

Night Market, selling food, drink and crafts from Dundee and Angus

official end of the Festival (our programme actually continues until

producers. A host of indoor events are also in the planning.

February 2017) and the beginning of Dundee’s Christmas celebrations.
As David Dunbar, Chair of The Festival of Architecture, comments:
“It is very fitting to bring The Festival of Architecture to a close by

Fiona Hyslop, Cabinet Secretary for Culture, Tourism and External
Affairs, said:
“2016 has seen Dundee undergo a significant amount of

celebrating Light Nights in Dundee. It’s been a triumphant year with

architectural regeneration, not least Kengo Kuma’s extraordinary work

over 450 vibrant and varied Festival events and 800,000 people from

on V&A Museum of Design. Light Nights is an opportunity to highlight

across Scotland getting involved and taking part.”

the city’s most striking architecture from the old to the new, including

Following a theme of past, present and future, the city’s historic

the V&A Dundee construction site. I’m looking forward to attending

and contemporary architectural spaces will become the focus for

the Light Nights celebrations in November to mark the end of the

large-scale light installations, a torchlight procession, an architectural

Festival of Architecture, and the start of Dundee’s annual Christmas

walking trail, art and design exhibitions and a night market. Over two

festivities.”

nights, Dundee’s oldest and newest landmarks will act as the backdrop
for spectacular light shows.
Colourful light installations will highlight the intricate construction

Will Dawson, Convener for Dundee, One City, Many Discoveries
said:
“Dundee is delighted to be hosting the Festival of Architecture

detail of Kengo Kuma’s V&A Museum of Design, Dundee, creating a

2016 finale. As the Waterfront development progresses it’s an ideal

beacon of light on the banks of the River Tay. The Steeple, dating back

time to consider the city in terms of its architectural past, present and

to the 15th century and home to Scotland’s tallest surviving medieval

future.”

church tower will become the stage for Biome Collective’s newly

Light Nights, Dundee is on Friday 18 November 4.00 – 10.00 p.m.

commissioned interactive sonic light show, inviting people to make

and is free to attend. Light projections continue through to Saturday 19

music with a building.

November.

Lateral North’s 3D timber map of Scotland, presented at the 2016

Light Nights will act as the Grand Finale to the Festival of

Venice International Architectural Biennale will open at West Ward

Architecture 2016, a headline event in the 2016 Year of Innovation,

Works’, a former print factory alongside other exhibitions and a 16th

Architecture and Design, with support from the Scottish Government.

century graveyard in the centre of Dundee will show Kathy Hinde’s
musical flock of Luminous Birds.
Visitors to Light Nights are invited to join in with an atmospheric

Neil Baxter Hon FRIAS
Secretary & Treasurer

torchlight procession connecting two of Dundee’s best loved buildings

For further information and updates visit www.foa16.com

McManus Galleries and the Caird Hall, ahead of the Christmas lights

Twitter @foa2016 @dundeecity #foa2016 #lightnightsdnd

switch-on ceremony in City Square. The evening of entertainment is
also to include an installation of giant sized pods, treating passers-by

supported by

to light waves and massage-like movements when hugged. Created
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Innovative Ideas and Inspiring Practices:
Sustainable, Energy-Efficient and Healthy Buildings.
What do Europe’s contemporary

Important questions but not always

sustainable, energy-efficient and

straightforward to answer with certainty

explore and understand more about

and clarity is how sustainable is a building.

exemplar building projects across mainland

Embodied energy, operational energy and

Europe, then use and share this experience

a multitude of additional complex factors

on my return. My journey was supported

combine and must be considered before we

by the Winston Churchill Memorial Trust,

can arrive at a satisfactory answer.

an organisation that funds British citizens

healthy buildings look like?
And crucially, what can we in
Scotland learn, benefit and
implement from their pioneering
example?

What is clear is the need to build

to investigate inspiring practice in other

sustainable buildings if we are to address

countries and return with innovative ideas

concerns about our environment, manage

for the benefit of people across the UK.

natural resources and reduce emissions. The

Please seek out their excellent website to

statistics on these matters will not come as

find out more about their great work in many

a surprise to most readers but it is worth

important fields.

underlining the scale of the issue: ‘Buildings

For this short article I have selected three

in Europe are responsible for 40% of energy

interesting buildings and three remarkable

consumption, 36% of CO2 emissions and it

people involved in their creation. I briefly

is estimated that 75% of our housing stock

present them here for the readers’ interest

is energy-inefficient.’ (Source: Policy Position

and enjoyment. Hopefully they may also

2016 - Architects’ Council of Europe)

serve as a starting point for discussing ideas

In February and March this year I travelled

that we can adopt, implement and combine

from Vienna to Stockholm, meeting with

with the outstanding work already existing

architects, designers and organisations. I also

and currently underway across Scotland, to

visited a variety of contemporary, sustainable,

make more sustainable buildings.

energy-efficient and healthy buildings.
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JustK House

in the construction of the building…”’,

Architekten Martenson und Nagel Theissen

from this premise Jan began to explain the

projects AMUNT has created. Their approach

(AMUNT)

evolution of JustK house and the principles

to sustainable issues is admirable, including

behind the design. Firstly, the building is

their contribution to the German pavilion

Tübingen, Germany; 2011; 138m

2

•
•
•

JustK house is one of many sustainable

sized appropriately; it is not a gargantuan

at the 2012 Venice architectural biennale:

Zero-energy house for two adults and

‘McMansion’ but a home carefully scaled and

‘Reduce/Reuse/Recycle - Ressource

four children,

tailored to meet the needs of the inhabitants.

Architektur’. With JustK house AMUNT has

solid wood prefabricated construction

There is little point building a sprawling house

produced an inventive, energy-efficient

and

for two people and then making it energy-

home that achieves the “most spatial quality

built on Passivhaus principles.

efficient.

with the minimum use of material to provide

Secondly, the building adopts
Famous for delicious beer, Swabian cuisine

energy-efficient technology, including

and as an energetic university town, Tübingen

using Passivhaus ideas. The building’s

is located 30km South of Stuttgart in the

unobstructed south facing façade is carefully

German state of Baden-Württemberg. The

glazed to permit solar gain to heat the

town is home to a compact, spatially exciting

building in winter. This is combined with high

and energy-efficient home, JustK House by

levels of insulation, airtightness and solid

AMUNT.

timber construction. In addition there is a

At a café near AMUNT’s office in Stuttgart

natural ventilation strategy and expansive

I met with Jan Theissen, one of the practice’s

outdoor areas for use in the summer months.

three members to discuss this project and his

Thirdly, the design cleverly enables the

thoughts on sustainable architecture.
“Each cubic metre of building costs in
terms of grey-energy; embodied-energy

building to be divided, to form two separate
homes if the family’s circumstances change,
for example the children leave home.

generosity on a small footprint.”

Creatterra Studio
Creatterra
Hurby-Sur, Solvakia; 2011; 64m2
•

Pioneering loadbearing straw-bale
dome studio,

•

maximum use of natural materials and

•

built on Passivhaus principles.

‘Zodpovedná architektúra‘– translated from
Slovakian into English as responsible or
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Left, below © Createrra
Bottom left © Terence O’Rourke

accountable architecture is the fundamental

studio and uses Passivhaus techniques to

Student Residence, Molkereistraße 1

phrase that drives the work of Creatterra

maintain a warm temperature in the harsh

Baumschlager Eberle

architects.

central European winter. The building is

Vienna, Austria; 2005; 6,338m2

I met with Bjørn Kierulf, who founded the

constructed primarily of straw utilising

practice with his wife, at their studio outside

the materials loadbearing and insulating

Bratislava to discuss their projects and

properties. Additional non-toxic, natural

Passivhaus in the world when originally

attitude to architecture.

materials, like clay and wood have been

built and

Bjørn, originally an industrial designer,

selected with ‘mud’ walls acting as an internal

•

•

Passivhaus accommodation, the largest

278 single rooms in various types of

began by talking about his concern for

finish and regulating humidity levels. The

accommodation: one to four bedroom

energy-efficiency and materials, “Low

studio sits delightfully in the landscape and

units.

embodied energy in construction, low energy

is light, warm and fresh inside. It seems a

in use. Add to this a cradle to cradle approach

fantastic place to work.

to construction, buildings returning to the

Bjørn is also developing another

Now over a decade old this building
represents a starting point for the work of

earth at the end of their life cycle. Surely

innovative idea with straw: utilising a straw

Günther Jedliczka, CEO of the OeAD-Housing

this is the most sensible approach? Can we

panel system. So far the practice has realised

Office (Österreichische Austauschdienst

continue using materials the way we have in

a handful of these buildings that use this

GmbH / Austrian Agency for International

the past?”

natural material building system with airtight

Cooperation in Education and Research).

Embodying the practice’s ideas on

construction, suitable orientation to the sun

architecture is their remarkable straw-bale-

and heat recover systems to make energy-

He kindly shared his ideas and enthusiasm

dome studio. Built as much as possible

efficient and healthy homes.

for energy-efficient building solutions. The

with natural materials to achieve a healthy

Creatterra’s work is fascinating. They

I met with Günther at his Vienna office.

aspiration of Günther and the OeAD Housing

interior environment and meet the desire to

continue to innovate with new building

Office is to build Passivhaus accommodation

construct with materials that can ‘return to

methods, combining Passivhaus technologies

and in the near future, zero-energy

the earth’ the building is a small architectural

with natural materials in remarkable ways.

accommodation, for students and academics.
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This goal was first realised in the elegant and

objectives for future work, “One – To reduce

MEARU research work. I hope these projects

compact Student Residence Molkereistraße 1.

energy consumption as much as possible

and ideas plus the work I have seen while

The building is low cost student housing,

without losing quality. Two - To produce as

travelling can inform and inspire other

designed to Passivhaus principles with super

much energy as possible on the shell of the

colleagues to continue to make better

insulation, efficient heat recovery and solar-

building.”

buildings for the benefit of everyone.

energy generation to maintain a low energy

Günther’s passion for sustainability is

I encourage the reader to contact me with

consumption. Designed with a clever plan

infectious. Before I left his office he kindly

their thoughts and ideas about sustainable

that allows natural light to penetrate deep

gifted me some interesting books. One in

building and to learn more about the good

and with a robust façade of sliding shutters,

particular, a Passivhaus children’s’ book is a

work of the Winston Churchill Memorial

the building has Viennese grace and is highly

wonderful idea and indicative of Austria’s zest

Trust.

efficient.

to embrace and promote sustainable building

Since its completion like many projects
in Vienna, the building has been monitored

(Austria has the highest density of Passivhaus
construction in Europe).

to ensure the design matches the expected
performance. Monitoring buildings over
a long period is becoming more common

Conclusion

throughout Austria and provides vital

There exist today many exceptional

information on life-cycle issues including,

sustainable, energy-efficient and healthy

cleaning, maintenance and repairs. This data

buildings and initiatives throughout Scotland

is being used to inform future designs.

including: the many wonderful homes at

Since completion of this building Günther

Scotland’s Housing Expo; the excellent

has constructed many more energy-efficient,

Tigh-Na-Cladach Dunoon; Architecture &

innovative projects and he is currently

Design Scotland’s wide-ranging sustainability

developing more. He noted his two key

projects; and the Glasgow School of Art’s

Terence O’Rourke RIAS
terenceowenorourke@gmail.com
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Students
The RIAS student awards always take centre stage in the Autumn Quarterly. Our judges, Karen Anderson FRIAS, Iain Connelly PPRIAS,
Christophe Egret Hon FRIAS and Sandy Robinson from the Scottish Government, spent a careful day determining the winners and
commendations featured here.
The Incorporation’s student members continue to push their own boundaries. In the selection of articles which follow the awards
coverage, the boundaries in question include physical endurance and linguistic reticence. Invariably, the resulting rich experiences
deliver unexpected rewards. These reports will surely encourage others to challenge their own perceived limitations…

Presentation model
© Felix Yates
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RIAS AND A&DS SCOTTISH STUDENT AWARDS FOR ARCHITECTURE 2016

Architecture and Design Scotland Award for Best 3rd Year Student
The judges were particularly impressed by the high standard of this category. This was a very strong field and although there
was consensus on the winner, the competition between these thorough, well-researched and well-presented schemes was high.

winner:
Maelys Garreau
Mackintosh School of Architecture

commended:
Euan Christie
University of Dundee

Nicola Wilson
University of Strathclyde

“A sophisticated approach to creating architecture

“Respectful of context, intimate, contemporary and

“A confident, well-considered and atmospheric set

for children, immersively approaching the building

consistent, this is a nice set of drawings.”

of drawings. The use of double and single height

“through the eyes of a child”. A lexicon of original
forms adds delight and poetry.”
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spaces adds originality.”
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Architecture and Design Scotland Urban Design Award
The judges were frustrated by the fact that a number of submissions lacked a truly urban design strategic approach or were
simply projects in the urban context. This is a recurring issue with this award. However there were a number of outstanding
schemes..

winner:
Jonathan Lynn and Suzanne Priestley
ESALA

highly commended:
Lewis McNeill and Andrew Thomson
University of Strathclyde

commended:
Chiara Fingland and Sarah Comfort
ESALA

“A sophisticated and clearly thought through

“Building within a context of post-industrial

“A very significant amount of work has been

set of drawings, demonstrative of careful and

dereliction, this scheme carves new uses from

brought together in a beautifully illustrated and

painstaking analysis. The evolution of ideas

the existing while respecting the rich history and

careful analysis to project a convincing narrative

towards providing a viable long-term solution is

projects a potentially sustainable future. A very

for the future of this long neglected cityscape.”

elegantly expounded within a set of drawings and

elegant set of drawings.”

models of real verve, a sense of pleasure and an
exacting focus on the detail.”
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Architecture and Design Scotland Sustainable Design Award

winner:
Ryan Canning and Gabriela Mill
University of Strathclyde
“The creation of a route through the Andean landscape which
supports the local ecology. This scheme addresses issues of
sustainability from the outset with clarity and a very direct approach.
Playfully looks at issues which affect the area and transforms
problems into assets.”
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RIAS Rowand Anderson Silver Medal for Best Scottish Student

winner:
Daniel Cardno
Scott Sutherland School

commended:
Nick Green
ESALA

Janis Vilcins
Scott Sutherland School

“Consistent drawings, well referenced with care

“Fascinating collection of drawings and superb

“Rigour and integrity combine with good analysis

and technical provision to create a careful and well

models of fantastic complexity. This scheme

and simple, powerful forms to create a consistent

resolved scheme. The references are appropriate

addresses a present day challenge with

and convincing scheme.”

and add to the sheer quality of this convincing

enthusiasm, although it is, at times, somewhat

winner.”

opaque.”
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RIAS AND A&DS SCOTTISH STUDENT AWARDS FOR ARCHITECTURE 2016

The RIAS Andy MacMillan Drawing Award

winner:
Maelys Garreau
Mackintosh School of Architecture

commended:
Lewis McNeill and Andrew Thomson
University of Strathclyde

“A superbly seductive set of drawings which are immersed in creating a vision

“A superb and considered set of montages and drawings which build a

of a future which is seen through a child’s eyes with great charm and no hint

convincing picture of a potential future.”

of childishness. This is a sophisticated collection of very beautiful images
which generate convincing architecture.”
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Students
Fundraising Cycle
Images © Orkidstudio

Following in the tyre tracks of my, world

La Parc Regional Perigord Limousin where the

and construction rather than just the final

record breaking, hero Mark Beaumont, I

going really became tough. The first half of

product.”

embarked on a cycle across France this July.

the trip had been relatively flat in comparison.

While it wasn’t quite record breaking or

From this point on, it was to be long climbs,

architecture practice with a difference,

soloing the length of Africa, the 1100km route

baking heat and an endless routine of ride,

they’re at the forefront of a refreshing breed

from Ouistreham on the English Channel to

sun cream, fuel, ride.

of applied design. Many a good practice is

So why support Orkidstudio? An

caught up in racing to the commercialist

Valras-Plages on the Mediterranean, via the

Ascending over 5000ft a day, three

Midi Pyrenees over the course of eight long,

days in a row is relentless at best. Even

bottom, cutting costs and quality, focused on

hot, hilly days was ultimately for the same

the final day, heading down to the coast

profit, resulting in microcosmic differences

reason as Beaumont’s Africa Solo ride. The

was challenging – headwinds from the

that frankly the public, those effected most,

ride was to raise funds for and awareness

sea were a mental drain over the final

aren’t interested in. Orkidstudio however,

of, Glasgow based practice Orkidstudio,

hundred kilometres, past the fortresses of

take on low budget community-centric

in support of their health centre near

Carcassonne and Narbonne.

projects in poverty stricken regions around

Mwinilunga, North-Western Zambia.

Constantly being on the move and

the world, with the trifold objective of

remembering to eat and hydrate correctly are

improving conditions, promoting equality and

Orkidstudio’s Patron, offered encouragement

the difficult parts until the routine becomes

providing hope. These themes are amongst

saying: “Chapeau Sean for undertaking this

second nature. Afterwards, it’s a case of

their core beliefs, the team are “Motivated by

challenging route across the midi Pyrenees

finding the joy in the roads, scenery, culture

a vision of a world where good design and

- I’m sure it will be tough but stunning and

and the process of the journey to distract

relevant construction improves people’s lives

memorable to explore by two wheels. Your

from grinding out the miles or focusing too

in deprived communities; a built environment

fundraising and support for Orkidstudio will

much on the finish. The biggest discovery

which utilises local resources and skills,

go a long way, as every penny raised goes

over the trip is not the differences between

promotes equality and creates dignity,

directly to build projects.”

people or places, but what we have in

enabling sustainable development.”

Adventurer and broadcaster Beaumont,

The messages of encouragement were
definitely required – with temperatures

common.
This sentiment has a lot in kind with

Additionally, a team of volunteers is
invited to aid construction, collaborating

above 37 degrees most days, spending 45

the ethos of Orkidstudio. “Creativity has

with local craftspeople to teach locals the

hours in the saddle across the week was

the power to inspire and instill pride

skills they require to complete the projects

testing. Having been unwell during the first

regardless of race or circumstance. Our

and take control of their own long-term

few days, I recovered in time for the slopes of

build projects focus on the process of design

development. The design process includes
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© Sean McQueenie

everyone in a consultative process between

© David Wyper

Architects possess the ability to

© Sean McQueenie

act and make a difference to those in need, it

the team, volunteers, clients and the

contribute positively to their environment

was totally worth it. After all, Mark Beaumont

beneficiary communities.

and the improvement of society. We can keep

inspired me to support what I believe in. It is

throwing money at the poorer, less fortunate

my ambition to inspire others to do the same.

Sachibondu Health Centre is nearing the
end of phase one of redeveloping the 50 year

countries, hoping that poverty and disease

old facility, serving an area spanning over the

disappear. Out of sight and out of mind.

borders with Angola and Congo – the next

Sean McQueenie

It’s up to us as architects, as people, to

nearest facility is three hundred kilometres

make that difference. Those more fortunate

away. The existing facilities have been built

are responsible for improving conditions

ad-hoc over the years, dictated by demand.

for those less so. Because focusing on the

With Malaria and HIV clinics, nutrition and

environment and circumstances of the end

childcare classes and maternity and primary

user, long after we’re gone, is what we’re

care units, patients walk for days to reach the

trained to do. Social improvement, one

facility, only to sit outside in the dirt, rather

community at a time. No grand gestures, no

than remain in their poorly ventilated and lit

egos. Like the cycle, it’s a laborious process.

wards, themselves a major cause of infection.

But it’s what society requires.

With better design and innovative

It is my hope that besides raising

approaches to local materials and building

vital funds towards the project, the cycle

methods, and introducing effective natural

highlights and promotes the work and

ventilation, a significant improvement in

ethos of Orkidstudio. Was the ride tough?

the well-being of patients can be achieved.

Certainly. The hardest physical challenge

Effective daylight strategies reduces reliance

I’ve undertaken. Stunning and memorable?

on inaccessible electricity supplies, while

Definitely. Mark was right about that. As for

providing more enjoyable, practical spaces.

the impact my efforts have? Time will tell.

The feel of a building and its ability to engage

As with Mark’s challenges, if it helps even

our senses, to inspire and excite, has a

a handful of people to reconsider their

significant impact on a community, instilling

views, the suffering over the thousand or

pride and promoting further development.

so kilometres feels that bit sweeter. If their
views resonate with and inspire people to

Sean is a Part I year-out student of
architecture from the University of
Strathclyde. He has raised almost £1,000
so far for this project. For more about the
cycle, project and to donate, please visit:
www.everyclick.com/orkidsean.
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Mackintosh Reimagined
Glasgow School of Art - a building for the students
© Linnéa Rönnquist

The group was circling the charred non-

After several conversations, an election,

performance-tours through the building and
an exhibition in the Mackintosh gallery.

supporting columns, whilst listening to Tara’s

the making of a sign, interactive posters and

description of the library’s old beauty when

an exhibition the decision to restore the

a shiver went straight through my body. It

building was announced by the restoration

became the workshops, which centered

was three and a half years since I first saw

committee. We never knew if our efforts had

around the idea of using what the building

the forest like library and I could immediately

any effect on the result. However, the election

had to offer in order to re-imagine it. One

picture the shadows and colours that used to

showed that the students were in line with

of the workshops used the memories and

be there.

The core of “Mackintosh Reimagined”

the decision makers; as bringing back the old

turned it into a performance-tour (lead by

However, the uneven floor under my feet

beauty of the library was voted the winning

former tour guide Tara Marshall-Tierney).

also made me think of when I saw the smoke

option in our election. With that in hand, we

Another translated damaged wooden pieces

floating out of the building’s windows two

decided that our project had come to an end.

into sculptures (assisted by Lee Ivett) and

years earlier. It was an odd day when many

Although, working with “You Build on

the last one made paper and paper casts

of my friends lost the home of their paints,

Mackintosh” had shown us something more:

using the charred wood (hosted with PULP

papers, ideas and thoughts. Even if most the

the beauty of what the fire had revealed. Our

Paper Arts Workshop). The outcomes were

students almost never went into the library

walks thought the building brought thoughts

exhibited in the Mackintosh building’s gallery

(the door used to be locked) the current

and feelings that we wanted the rest of the

and a handful of groups were happy to

atmosphere in the room made me long for

students to take onboard and experiment

experience it when joining the performance

the day when students will own the corridors

with. Therefore, we decided to start a second

tours at the final Mackintosh Reimagined day.

and studios again.

initiative, focusing on interacting creatively

That longing had also been the trigger for
“You Build on Mackintosh”, a project aiming

with the building.
It started with grand ideas of organising

All of this has showed us how a space
can trigger projects, art-works, experiences
and endless memories. And the strongest

to make sure that the building remained

a year long festival in the building where

memory that I will bring with me is that circle

the students’ during the time of restoration.

events would take over and re-imagine its

during that final performance tour when Tara

I started it together with my architecture

spaces. However, this idea was gradually

made us re-imagine how the library used to

classmate Vojtech Nemec and we wanted to

transformed together with fine art student

feel.

involve the students in the conversation of

Lucas Ferguson-Sharp, the Student Union as

what should happen with the building now.

well as Elizabeth Davidson and Christopher

youbuildonmackintosh.wordpress.com

Therefore, we asked: who should work in it,

Platt from the restoration committee. It all

mackintoshreimagined.tumblr.com

what should it look like, what should change

landed in a series of workshops, a day of

and what should remain?
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Havana, 2016
All images © Andrea Valentini

A city devastated by a war, this was my

overlooked by tourists, is worth a visit as well:

reforms, which have lifted the island from

first impression of Havana. Indeed, the

the daring concrete shelters of the hotels

its previous condition of extreme poverty.

overcrowding and the many collapsed

bring you back to the Fifties and Corbusian

Many buildings are in dire need of extensive

buildings outline a situation not so different

brise-soleils testify to the high quality of

maintenance and some neighbourhoods have

from that of several European cities in

Cuban Modernism.

densities of over 40,000 people per square

1945. It is inevitable to feel a certain sense

With a bit of luck you can have the

kilometre.
The gradual opening to the market

of frustration when looking beyond the

chance to visit some of the many hidden

revolutionary pride and the Caribbean

treasures of the city. Among them the

economy is now producing mixed-results.

folklore of the Cuban capital. In Cuba I

Schultess house, designed by Richard

Cubans are now allowed to trade their

realised how even a Cold War can destroy a

Neutra a few years before the Revolution

houses but access to credit is virtually

city.

is outstanding. Conceived as a villa for a

impossible. Therefore, it is hard to imagine

wealthy banker it is now the residence of

the rise of a private building industry in the

charming and architecturally diverse city.

the Swiss ambassador. The unfinished ballet

near future. Nonetheless, it is impossible

“Cuban architects wanted to build the ville

school, designed by Italian architect Vittorio

to make forecasts: things are changing very

Radieuse. Paradoxically, we had been lucky

Garatti is a labyrinth of Catalan vaults, now

quickly. The Apple logo is a very popular

not to have the means to demolish our built

sinking in the mud. Nonetheless, the spatial

symbol of emancipation among younger

patrimony.” These are the bitter words of

quality of the interiors can still be appreciated

Cubans. At the same time, street vendors still

Josè Echeverria, Professor at the CUJAE, the

today.

sell the newspaper “Granma”. Nowadays, the

Nonetheless, Havana remains a very

Polytechnic School of Havana. Actually, the

Most of Havana dates from before

rhetoric of the, party-controlled, press feels
like a relic of the last century.

city centre is largely untouched, however,

the “triunfo” of the Revolution. However,

mezzanine floors were added to many

there are some significant interventions by

In a moment of clever poetic inspiration,

of the high-ceiled colonial buildings and

the socialist state as well. For instance, the

a Cuban student commented to me: “Cuba is

new flamboyant balconies now cut the old

“Camilo Cienfuegos” district is an interesting

like Icarus, it flies very close to the sun.” His

windows in two.

social housing neighbourhood implemented

hand was pointing at the ocean. Florida was

in the Sixties and the “Cuban pavilion” is a

just behind the horizon.

Parking lots and informal houses find
spaces between the steel ruins of some

multi-purpose covered plaza featuring a bold

eclectic tenement, while gorgeous baroque

concrete structure, reminiscent of Mies.

edifices embellish the cityscape with their

The country experienced a period of

sophisticated re-invention of European

harsh recession after the fall of the USSR.

typologies. The western part of the city, often

Since then, the state undertook significant

Andrea Valentini
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Students

Villa La Roche

Maison du Brésil

Francis Kéré’s atelier with Anne Lacaton and Jean-Philippe Vassal

Francis and Anne Hildago in her studio, Paris

My Swiss Semester
Afraid of the language barrier, I had decided

country of his birth in West Africa, pulled me

disciplines – which architecture is so naturally

not to apply for an exchange in Mendrisio. For

in. So did his magnetism. I wanted to work

interconnected with. However Francis and

weeks I regretted that decision. But then a

with him. Much to my surprise and against

his brilliant assistants, Gaelle Verr¬ier and

friend chose not to accept her place to study

all the odds, he pre-selected me along with a

Alberto Pottenghi, put my worries to rest

at the Accademia di Architettura in Mendrisio.

handful of students to work in his studio on a

when they arranged a “learning by doing”

I had a brief look at the amazing selection of

low budget social housing scheme in Paris.

workshop midway through the project.

professors and their “ateliers”. I instantly knew

Our site visit to Paris in early March

Here, in collaboration with Berlin based artist

allowed us plenty of time to explore. At last

Clemens Behr, we made large installations,

I could visit the many Le Corbusier buildings

including a ping pong table and a bright,

jam-packed lines of students in an enormous

I had been dying to see - including Villa

geometric seating area, around the school

lecture room. Enclosed within walls of

La Roche, Cité de Refuge and Maison du

campus for the students and professors to

perforated steel sheets, nervous chitter

Brésil. A quite unexpected invitation into

use and enjoy.

chatter swept through the audience, eyes

Hôtel de Ville, the 12th Century Renaissance

focused on the projector screen that seemed

headquarters, by the Mayor of Paris, Anne

Mendrisio was presenting my work on

to cover a third of the back wall, everyone

Hidalgo, deepened my commitment to

Francis Kéré’s Paris social housing project

waiting in anticipation.

Francis Kéré’s social housing project. In her

to Anne Lacaton and Jean-Philippe Vassal.

wonderful studio, a cosy space of rugs and

Their social architectural achievements,

semester’s professors and their projects. It

large contemporary art canvases splattered

based on modesty and economy, without

was to be unlike anything I had experienced

with bright paint, she gathered us on her

compromising beauty, have captured my

at The Glasgow School of Art, where I studied

sofas and debriefed us on our project -

attention and admiration over the past few

for my BArch. The professors took to the

passionately conveying the potential of our

years.

stage, each in turn trying to engage with

future designs and how they could transform

students for their upcoming project. I was

derelict sites around the city.

I had to try.
The first day, I shuffled through the

This was the presentation day of the new

thrilled and fascinated as each brief unfolded.

Being from the Glasgow School of

A special memory I have from

As I now look ahead to my Part 1 stage of
two years at an architecture firm in London
I feel so fortunate to have finally said yes to

Art, where I had friends studying many art

Mendrisio and to have learned so much from

Rather funnily, he was perhaps the least Swiss

courses from photography to sculpture,

it.

influenced. When Francis Kéré leaped up onto

on arrival back in Mendrisio, where only

the stage his charisma, against the backdrop

architecture is studied, I did find myself

of his projects in Burkina Faso, the tiny

rather disconnected from the other creative

One architect in particular, caught my eye.

Posy Frederick
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Souk Mirage, design for a mixed-use complex, Middle East, 2013
© Sou Fujimoto Architects
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Sou Fujimoto
Naomi Pollock
Phaidon Press; £39.95
In 2010 the influential Spanish publisher

his working methodology. It is the antithesis

unconventional, non-hierarchical approach

‘El Croquis’ showcased the work of a (then)

of any clean desk policy and in that sense

to design.

little-known Japanese architect called

oddly un-Japanese.

Sou Fujimoto (born 1971). The magazine’s

His primary goal appears to be to

The house appears as an assemblage
of stick-like steel columns supporting slim

cover featured his evocative Musashino

confound expectations and unsettle

platforms. There are potted plants and two

Art University Library which distilled a

conventional notions regarding spatial

young women perch at high level, their feet

highly complex programme by re-imagining

experience. He interrogates the essentials

dangling. The figures, bathed in sunshine,

the library as a simple, spiraling wall of

of architecture in his quest to redefine the

are deep in conversation, but the decks are

tall bookshelves. Subsequent years have

fundamental relationship between body

devoid of restrictive railings or protective

generated a plethora of other publications

and building. He starts by asking: “What is a

balusters. Designed for a middle-aged couple,

on Fujimoto’s burgeoning oeuvre, the most

museum, what is a house, what is a tower –

this compact house comprises 21 floating

recent being Sou Fujimoto - Architecture

these questions are my basic mission.”

slabs which can be utilised alternatively

Works 1995-2015 (Toto).

So each commission is essentially a fresh

as seats, tables, stairs and/or decks. Glass

start, an opportunity to experiment and

is employed extensively and reflects the

to add another title to their expanding

explore. It’s salutary to learn that Fujimoto

architect’s enduring interest in indeterminacy

catalogue covering contemporary Japanese

spent the initial six years after graduation

and transparency.

architecture. Jasper Morrison has written

on a personal, caffeine-fueled journey of

an effusive foreword and concludes that

self-discovery which included an immersion

of Modern Art’s major exhibition A Japanese

Fujimoto is “fearless”. Few architects are

in traditional Japanese architecture, endless

Constellation in New York which celebrated

deserving of such an accolade. However on

sketching in his Moleskin notebooks and the

the work of a select cohort of architects

the strength of this monograph, it seems

occasional ideas competition.

associated with Toyo Ito and SANAA.

Phaidon has enlisted Naomi Pollock

wholly appropriate here.

This new book documents 39 projects (of

House NA also featured in The Museum

Pollock’s book marks a crucial stage in

varying scales) but eschews a chronological

Fujimoto’s career as the lure of prestigious

playful, often startlingly original, but always

approach in favour of ten thematic chapters,

commissions abroad soaks up more and

conceptually rich. He takes abstract themes

namely: Cell/Network, Wall/Slab, Stair/Roof,

more of his time. His inventive flair may be

and conjures up strikingly bold propositions.

etc. The author opens with an extended

buffeted by the legislative strictures which

Ideas evolve through an iterative sequence

essay, mapping out biographical and

dog most major projects. However discerning

of rough sketches and crude models. Images

professional contexts, entitled ‘Reconsidering

clients will be drawn to his unerring optimism

of his Tokyo studio (usually awash with a

Architecture’. This introduction closes with

and grounded fearlessness.

mélange of discarded cardboard fragments,

a full-page image of House NA (completed

foam off-cuts and assorted flotsam) betray

in 2011) which encapsulates Fujimoto’s

Fujimoto’s work is undoubtedly
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Last Is More. Mies, IBM, and the Transformation of Chicago © Images Publishing Group

Last is More: Mies, IBM, and the Transformation of Chicago
Robert Sharoff and William Zbaren
Images Publishing; £35.00

Although other American cities have their

and the text is balanced and very readable.

its talent is imported. Alvar Aalto and Eliel

attractions, Chicago exerts an irresistible pull

Sharoff recognises that Mies was the most

Saarinen are further examples of this trend.

on architects. So many people and places

quotable of modernist architects: there

feature in the Modernist canon – from Louis

is a good sprinkling of Miesian aphorisms

Last is More has many portrait photos of Mies

Sullivan and Frank Lloyd Wright to Marina

throughout the book, such as, “We don’t

himself. Some of them portray the familiar,

City and the Sears Tower – but perhaps the

invent a new architecture every Monday

cigar-chomping figure with a lugubrious,

most significant was Mies van der Rohe.

morning.”

basset hound expression – others hint at the

Sullivan may have helped to create modern

We also glean insights into Mies the

Alongside illustrations of the buildings,

more inward-looking reticence of Mies in

Chicago, Wright re-imagined it, but Mies

man from his difficult relationship with his

private. He read a great deal of philosophy

transformed it.

soulmate Lora to his affairs with clients and

and collected Modernist art and we’re told

strained acquaintances with other architects.

that both informed his view of architecture

architect’s career, from his journey across

For example, his attitude to Frank Lloyd

and the wider world.

the Atlantic to his work in Chicago during the

Wright evolved from guarded admiration

40’s, 50’s and 60’s – including the Farnsworth

to mutual loathing – although much of that

question of civilisation,” said Mies towards

House, Crown Hall and Lake Shore Drive

may be down to Wright’s obstinate nature

the end of his life, “What is it? What is

apartments – which culminated in the IBM

and different aims. While Mies tried to

going on?” The IBM Building was his final

Building. He helped to shape Chicago with

strip architecture down to its very essence,

commission and it helps to provide an

his own work and with his influence on

Wright’s work became more stylised and

answer. The grand corporate office tower

former students and associates who went on

ornamental as the decades wore on.

demonstrates how he saw the individual

Sharoff and Zbaren illustrate Mies the

to build Miesian tower blocks and what he

Wright was obsessed with finding

“I am very much interested in the

relating to society and the building relating to

called “universal spaces” – free span, multi-

an authentically organic, American way

the city, with all four interacting to form the

functional halls.

of building; he recognised that Mies was

civilisation he knew as modern Chicago.

This isn’t an academic text or a tourist’s

European. As an emigré, Mies represents

guidebook, but an architectural primer. It’s a

the conflict in American architecture – the

slim, large format cloth-bound book: Zbaren’s

strong pull of the ‘land of opportunity’ offers

photos are beautifully shot and reproduced

fantastic opportunities to build, yet much of

Mark Chalmers RIAS
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International Space Station: Architecture Beyond Earth
David Nixon
Circa; £65.00
International Space Station: Architecture

While many designers may feel that

This is a relatively heavy-read (unless

Beyond Earth by David Nixon provides an

the processes involved in the design,

you are a particularly knowledgeable space

extremely detailed account of the origins,

construction and maintenance of the ISS are

travel enthusiast). However from a design

design process and construction of the

as alien as the structure itself, the matter-of-

perspective it is fascinating as a reference

International Space Station (ISS). The

fact writing style helps to familiarise these

book. Technical drawings, graphs and

author was one of only a few architects to

issues, becoming almost comparable with

photographs break up the prose and assist

be involved with the design of the ISS. The

our own everyday terrestrial pursuits. This

in the understanding of this remarkable

reader is led through the complex process

detailed account of a methodical design

structure by a lay-reader.

by the expert narrator with a considerable

process is a key theme of the book.

degree of experience and authority.

Architects and designers will enjoy

Quite likely to be a growing field,
“Architecture Beyond Earth” is a topic which is

Reassuringly jargon-free, this is an accessible

the specific focus on the design process,

likely to interest those seeking to learn about

account of the history of one of the most

which seems to be unique to this specific

the extremes of architectural design and the

remarkable structures ever constructed.

publication. However, the dispassionate

creation of shelter in the most inhospitable of

prose may disappoint those who are seeking

environments. The impressive presentation

epitome of a “machine for living”. It is a

an insight into the more human aspects of

and cover photography of this book make

temporary home to crew members for an

everyday life on the International Space

it a welcome addition to any collection,

average period of six months at a time, with

Station. Topics discussed include the alarming

however it would be unfair to dismiss it as a

three to six people residing there at any

creaking noises (caused by expanding and

coffee-table book. The lengthy and technical

given time. This home is a bunker, protecting

contraction of the metal of the station due to

passages warrant a far deeper reading.

its inhabitants from one of the most

massive external temperature fluctuation), the

inhospitable environments imaginable, whilst

internal atmospheric conditions, the recycling

incredibly detailed photographs contained

facilitating them to conduct vital research,

of crew urine, the facilitation of exercise and

in the book are not presented to their full

repairs and upgrades.

eating, however there is no real attempt made

potential on matte paper and therefore are

to connect on an emotional level with the

not always as clear to read or inspiring as

astronauts who call the station home.

they could be. Altogether however, this is an

The International Space Station is the

The political, economic, technological and
environmental issues which architects deal
with on a daily basis are brought into sharp

The responsibility of the design team

One notable negative is that the

extremely worthwhile read which provides

focus when dissecting a project which relies

is brought into sharp focus via descriptions

an enlightening insight into one of the most

on international cooperation, enormous

of disasters and deaths on the International

significant ‘residential’ designs of the 20th

ongoing funding and which must operate

Space Station. These are discussed with a

century.

near perfectly on a daily basis to ensure the

sense of detachment by the author who

survival of its occupants.

maintains his matter-of-fact tone throughout.
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Books
This is Hybrid – an Analysis of Mixed-use Buildings
a+t research group (Aurora Fernández Per, Javier Mozas, Javier Arpa)
49,00€
DE ROTTERDAM

THIS IS HYBRID

HYBRID VS SOCIAL CONDENSER

by OMA

Wilhelminapier
Rotterdam. The Netherlands, 1997-2013

450 m

HYBRID VS SOCIAL CONDENSER

DIFFERENCES
NORTH SEA

1.
2.
3.
4.

THE HAGUE

INFLUENCE AREA: Rotterdam
POPULATION: 596,407 Inhabitants
DENSITY: 2,889 inhab/km2
FUNDS: Private
DATA SOURCE: rotterdam.nl, 2005

ROTTERDAM

MEUSE RIVER

PLOT AREA: 5,589 m2
GROSS FLOOR AREA: 155,000 m2
FLOOR AREA RATIO: 26.21
COVERED AREA: 100%

Diversity of uses, including residential
Diversidad de usos, incluido el residencial

Residential buildings with a service programme associated to the dwellings
Edificios residenciales con un programa de servicios asociado a las viviendas

Different initiatives
Diferentes iniciativas

Public initiative
Iniciativa pública

Insertion adapted to the urban fabric
Inserción adaptada a la trama urbana

Isolated location in the urban fabric
Situación aislada en la trama urbana

Public uses
Utilización pública

Exclusive use of the service programme by residents
Utilización exclusiva del programa de servicios por parte de los residentes

400 m
7 HYBRIDS VS 5 SOCIAL CONDENSERS
This comparative analysis includes a
selection of buildings constructed
between 1945 and 1975 including
L’Unité d’Habitation and the Barbican
Complex which represent two very
different ways of understanding city
life, despite their architectural
similarities.
The criterion for dividing between
hybrids and social condensers is based
on the differences expressed on the
opposite page.

Este análisis comparativo incluye una
sección de edificios construidos entre
1945 y 1975. Entre ellos se encuentran
L’Unité d’Habitation y el Barbican
Complex, que representan dos
manera muy diferentes de entender la
vida de la ciudad, a pesar de sus
similitudes arquitectónicas.
El criterio de separación entre edificios
híbridos y condensadores sociales se
basa en las diferencias expresadas en
la página de la izquierda.

350 m

300 m

250 m

1:500,000

50

USES

HYBRIDS

360

200 m

40

150 m
30

20

10

0
%

CAR PARK

THIS HYBRID
LIVING

LIVE/WORK UNIT

OFFICES

SHOPPING

HOTEL

CULTURE

CIVIC

EDUCATION

100 m

50 m
SPORT

OTHER

An analysis of mixed-use buildings

0m
1:2,500

A distance in time of sixteen years separates the first design and the latest of the
De Rotterdam building. It involves a multipurpose complex located on the wharf
which aims to act as a counterpart to downtown Rotterdam. The project maintains
the bulk of the functions originally foreseen, even though public initiative has withdrawn from the project, and as a result, the cultural uses have disappeared from
the programme. The groundbreaking in late 2009 offers an optimistic vision of how
to make the most of the downturn. Three multifunctional towers will feature space
for corporate offices, residential apartments, a hotel, congress, restaurants, retail,
public program and car park -creating a bustling vertical city that is active 24 hours
a day. OMA has further developed the essential concept of the hybrid model: the
vertical city, in a dense diverse building-city, based on mixed use.

BRUNSWICK CENTRE

London. UNITED KINGDOM, 1967-1972

Prologue by STEVEN HOLL

IHME ZENTRUM

Hanover. GERMANY, 1972-1975

TORRE VELASCA

BARBICAN COMPLEX

Milan. ITALY, 1954-1958

THE GALLERIA

London. UNITED KINGDOM, 1955-1983

New York. UNITED STATES, 1973-1975

MARINA CITY COMPLEX

JOHN HANCOCK CENTER

Chicago. UNITED STATES, 1959-1964

Chicago. UNITED STATES, 1965-1970

SOCIAL CONDENSERS

Una distancia de dieciseis años separa el primer diseño y el último del edificio De
Rotterdam. Se trata de un complejo multiusos situado en el muelle que quiere dar la
réplica al centro de Róterdam. El proyecto mantiene la mayoría de las funciones previstas originalmente, si bien la iniciativa pública se ha retirado del proyecto y como
consecuencia, los usos culturales han desaparecido del programa. El comienzo de la
excavación a finales de 2009 ofrece una visión optimista de cómo beneficiarse de la
recesión. Las tres torres multifuncionales ofrecerán espacio para oficinas, viviendas,
un hotel, un centro de congresos, restaurantes, comercios y aparcamiento, creando
una bulliciosa ciudad vertical que estará activa 24 horas al día. Tomando el uso mixto
como base, OMA desarrolla a fondo el concepto esencial del modelo híbrido: la
ciudad vertical, en un edificio-ciudad denso y diverso.

100 m

50 m

0m

research group

1:2,500

PARK HILL

Sheffield. UNITED KINGDOM, 1959-1961
1:5,000

Rotterdam 1:20,000

Section A 1:1,000

GALLARATESE COMPLEX
Milan. ITALY, 1967-1974

CORVIALE

Rome. ITALY, 1972-1982

UNITÉ D’HABITATION

Marseilles. FRANCE, 1946-1952

TRELLICK TOWER

London. UNITED KINGDOM, 1966-1972
51

50

197

196

diagonal circulation. The encapsulation and

to use-programme-overlaps and areas of

funding regimens much of what passes for

weaving of public space, it is argued, lends

spatial indeterminacy, including the public

architectural research has little to say to

urban vitality by connecting otherwise

realm as integrated landscape. The language

architectural practice. The contribution of

discrete uses.

of Koolhass OMA determines that to ‘cross

In the context of today’s research

academe here is vanishingly small, with the

Several collected essays then examine

pollinate programme over several levels’

most substantial contributions to advancing

the history of the hybrid. Early, largely

re-sets our thinking of the traditional ‘stacked

the discipline emerging from vanguard

American examples, by contrast, betray

section’. Jusseiu library (remarkable as a

practices. Thank goodness then for a+t and

little formal articulation. Driven by high

polemical unbuilt project) and Seattle Public

their grounded, wholly relevant research and

land values, stacked functions; shop,

Library are cited as (curiously single-use)

associated publications – of which This is

workshop, office, dwelling, gym, hotel etc.

examples - a promise of more yet to come as

Hybrid – an Analysis of Mixed-use Buildings is a

form documented classifications of the early

then illustrated in the twenty sophisticated

beautifully presented example.

hybrid first brought to critical attention in

projects beautifully drawn and analysed for

Divided into two broad sections;

Joseph Fenton’s Pamphlet Architecture no. 11:

comparative data.

contextualising text and drawn analysis of

Hybrid Buildings. Fenton defines them as a

exemplar hybrids, the book advertises its

unique type (as opposed to simply ‘mixed-

bulk of the book and it is an invaluable

credentials on the front cover by way of a

use’) in having programmes which ‘relate to

resource for practitioners and students,

Prologue by STEVEN HOLL (they resisted the

one another and begin to share intensities’.

particularly in relation to comparative

exclamation mark). Holl essentially scene sets

The origin of the early hybrid is therefore

This work, some 220 pages, forms the

densities, programmatic mix and the interplay

and describes both the specific economic,

borne more by necessity than design -

of public realm. That these buildings tend to

social, spatial and resultant programmatic

maximised floorplates and volumes are

be set in super-scale cities should not give

characteristics of the modern hybrid and the

tricky to fill with a single use. Yet today the

us the impression that this research is not

economic climate which gives rise (literally)

push to hybridisation is engendered by both

relevant in a Scottish practice context.

to them. He primarily references the re-

the aforementioned need and also desire. A

emergence of the hybrid, transcribed from its

desire to capture the ‘intensity’ realised by

With some clever economics, ambitious city

American context, into a rapidly modernising

the hybrid. The section, ‘The return of the

planning and design ingenuity, hybrid projects

China.

hybrid’, acknowledges this shift from mass

like LEVS Architecten’s ‘Kaleidoscoop’ (not

speculative volume building to the security of

illustrated) show the capacity of architecture

architects playground, here ‘social

the ‘pre-let’, where developers piece together

to make meaningful urban and social

condensers’ emerge as the product of high

a mosaic of end-users, themselves inputting

contributions - truly transforming lives at a

land values and liberal planning codes. With

brief variations towards the finished chimera.

more local level.

Presently very much the vanguard

characteristically mixed functions, high

The ideas are ultimately scale-able.

A fundamental characteristic of a true

densities and bespoke formal expression

modern hybrid is argued, not altogether

they further proclaim their distinct identity

convincingly, as a building where these

through a celebration of the section &

characteristically separate ‘briefs’ give way

Graeme Hutton FRIAS
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New Architects 3: Britain’s Best Emerging Practices
Introductions by Norman Foster and Ellis Woodman, with texts by Pamela Buxton
Merrell Publishers; £30.00

New Architects 3 is the latest addition to a

fascinating, often a blessed relief after

by the sort of clueless stuff one sees far too

series of handsomely-produced publications

decades of puritanical, joyless, modernist

often. Haptic Architects have also produced

launched by The Architecture Foundation to

dogma regarding the ‘immorality’ of

a housing-scheme at Oaks Prague, Czech

publicise youthful practices. It was conceived

ornament, to see that some practices are

Republic, with buildings clustered around

in response to a remark by the Secretary

experimenting with the function of ornament

a semi-private courtyard, which is on a

of State for the Environment (1993-7), John

as an integral element of design, albeit

different planet compared with the appalling

Selwyn Gummer (now Lord Deben of

tentatively, after decades of prohibition.

housing-schemes still being inflicted on these

Winston), to the effect that most lottery-

Some works illustrated appeal by

islands.
However, there are worries. Do we really

funded projects were going to architects aged

their sensitivity to context, including 31/34

over 60.

Architects’ beautiful Row House, Central

need more impossibly-angled, crumpled

Amsterdam. Others, such as Adam Khan

stalenesses, such as the Hooke Park Big Shed,

UK is the result of selection by a ‘jury of …

Architects’ ‘garden room’ and refurbishment

Dorset, by Invisible Studio and Architectural

professionals’ and represents ‘an exciting …

of the Ellebo housing-estate, Bellerup,

Association Design & Make students? On

new generation of architectural talent’ having

Copenhagen, are impressive. However

the other hand Jan Kattein Architects’

‘weathered the economic challenges’ of the

uncertain ornament does not quite work at

conversion of a disused shop into two flats

last few scary years (until the next crash, one

Spa Secondary School, Southwark, London,

and a commercial unit on Caledonian Road,

might cynically add, when the ‘architectural

by AOC, where decorative brickwork

London, with a colourful blue, yellow, purple

scene’ is usually the first to feel the draught).

is treated like wallpaper, with patterns

and orange brick rear elevation is rather fun.

annoyingly unrelated to window-openings.

One of the best-built works in the whole

capital investment and the disgraceful

This is made worse by the fact that there is

book, showing a sound grasp of materials, is

failure to even begin to address to UK’s

no expression of support for the brickwork

a new house in Cambridgeshire by Timothy

long-standing housing-crisis have further

above those openings. The clever use of brick

Smith & Jonathan Taylor, who have drawn on

ensured that the inimical conditions faced

by Bell Phillips in their designs for additions

classicism to create a serenely fine work.

by UK architects remain hostile. Politicians

to The Skinners’ School, Tunbridge Wells,

simply do not seem to understand that

Kent, looks more successful.

This survey of emerging practices in the

Draconian reductions in public-sector

There is a glimmering of hope yet, after
decades of nothing but ‘cheap modern’, much

infrastructure, urban fabric and structures

When one too often sees vernacular

of which has had to be demolished or gutted

of all kinds require maintenance, care and

cottages, altered in cack-handed ways by

and stuffed (though there are certain organs

investment, because all they care about is

‘designers’ with no idea how to respond to

of certain ‘professional’ societies where one is

getting elected again: short-termism in so-

local building traditions, it is a joy to see a

not permitted to utter such heresies).

called ‘democracies’ is the enemy of forward-

building on Tiree by Denizen Works involving

thinking.

a restored ‘black house’. It is treated tastefully

Given these depressing facts, the
selection of works described here is
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and with style and not wrecked by plastic
windows, clumsy junctions and overwhelmed

Professor James Stevens Curl FRIAS

As a Main Contractor and Residential
Developer since 1992 a large amount of
our workload is on new build housing and
refurbishment projects for local authorities,
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HADDEN KNOWS HOMES

housing associations and private clients.
Highland Steading is a RIAS award winning
project completed by Hadden Construction in
2013.
We also carry out our own private residential
developments via our Hadden Homes brand
and offer a quality finished product to meet the
aspirations of our customers.

www.hadden.co.uk

To discuss your next project, contact Stephen Lynas FRIAS
Hadden Construction Ltd
1 Maidenplain Place, Aberuthven, Perthshire, PH3 1EL
slynas@hadden.co.uk 01764 694702

About Lockton
Lockton is the world’s largest privately
owned global insurance broker.
Our focus is our clients and our people.
Our 5,600 associates help 48,000 clients in
125 countries. Our clients value our bespoke
solutions, innovative ideas and great service.
For seven consecutive years, Business Insurance
magazine has recognised Lockton as a ‘Best
Place to Work in Insurance’.

Lockton Companies - Glasgow
145 St Vincent Street
Glasgow
G2 5JF
United Kingdom
Robert Searil +44 141 226 8782

Lockton Companies - Edinburgh
22 Rutland Street
Edinburgh
EH1 2AN
United Kingdom
David Tully +44 131 345 5558

architectenquiries@uk.lockton.com
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Technical
The latest news and information from RIAS Practice

If you have issues you would
like to discuss please do not
hesitate to contact us.
Maryse Richardson
Senior Manager: Practice
0131 229 7545
mrichardson@rias.org.uk
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Practice Update
Contract
Administration

Research

Keeping Abreast of
Changes in Contract
Administration

Linking Research and Practice
Practice Information this

Project); Robotics in Architecture

By the end of 2016

year has extended invitations

(EU Robotics Project) and Offsite

comprehensive guidance on

to a selection of researchers

Manufacturing.

Aspects of Good Practice in

and co-ordinators who are

Professor Sue Roaf, of Heriot

JCT/SBCC

Contract Administration will also

involved in the review of current

Watt University has now also

have been published for the

attitudes towards building

commenced her series of articles

benefit of Chartered Practices. It

design, techniques, construction

addressing prevalent issues of

comprises three parts:

innovation, low carbon design

climate which affect the built

and the effect of climate change

environment in Scotland. These

•

the role of the employer,

on the built environment in

started with the Design of Storm

•

the role of the architect,

Scotland. A series of articles

Proof Roofs and continued this

•

the role of the quantity

on their work has heightened

quarter with the results of an

the awareness of members to

investigation into Indoor Air

the excellent research which is

Quality and Ventilation in Modern

currently being carried out and

Airtight Homes carried out by

Administrator is onerous and

which should now be feeding

Gráinne McGill of the Mackintosh

there is a need to constantly

back into Scottish practice.

Environment Architecture

keep abreast of updates

Research Unit. Both of these

and contract revisions.

Scotland Innovation Centre)

studies are extremely topical as

There is already a wealth of

under the direction of

many of the queries which are

Practice notes advising on

Bruce Newlands, Head of

put to Practice Services concern

various aspects of Contract

Technical Operations, is now

these issues which are central to

Administration. This three-part

publishing regularly for Practice

the design of Scottish Buildings.

guide is aimed at practitioners,

The CSIC (Construction

Contracts
Update

surveyor.
The role of the Contract

Information, providing feedback

young and old, who wish to

on the work of the CSIC, which

remind themselves of the duties

includes, for this year, Post

of each party.

Practices will be aware that the
JCT 2016 Minor Works family of
contracts has been updated and
is now available. However, the
SBCC version of these contracts,
suitable for Scotland is currently
being ‘kilted’ and is not yet
available. Practices should carry
on using MW/Scot 2011 Edition
and MWD/Scot 2013 Edition until
further notice.

Occupancy Valuation and Single
Leaf Party Wall (Stewart Milne
Project). CSIC has been linking
together businesses, university
experts and public sector
providers to support businesses
to deliver transformational
change in construction.
These topics are core issues
for today’s architects and will
be of interest to practitioners.
In 2017 further articles will be
published on AIMCH - Advanced
Industrialised Methods for the
Construction of Homes (Stewart
Milne and Barratt Projects),
Circular Economy Business
Models (Zero Waste Scotland
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General enquiries

Accreditation

Maryse Richardson

Elaine Dobie

Senior Manager: Practice

Practice Administrator

0131 229 7545

0131 229 7545

mrichardson@rias.org.uk
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Historic
Environment
Historic Environment
Scotland – Corporate
Plan Launched

FOR
ALL OUR
FUTURES

Building Standards

Technical Handbooks
2016

eBuildingstandards.scot

Updates to the Technical

Following the making of

Handbooks (Domestic and Non-

regulations - The Assessment of

Domestic) have been published

Energy Performance of Non-

on 1 June 2016. The changes

domestic Buildings (Scotland)

include:

Regulations 2016 - in March
2016, information published

•

CORPORATE PLAN 2016-19

new standard (4.14) and

at www.gov.scot/section63 on

guidance on in-building

requirements on building owners

physical infrastructure

to assess and improve larger

for high-speed electronic

non-domestic buildings, has

communications networks

been updated.
A guide for building owners

(broadband) - these come

and information on the new

into effect when building
warrants are applied for after

Historic Environment Scotland

31 December 2016; and

has officially launched their first
Corporate Plan. The plan sets
out their vision and mission and
their core values: Collaborative;
Professional; Innovative; Open
and Respectful. It also adopts
five, key strategic themes,
mirroring those of Scotland’s
first strategy for the historic
environment, Our Place in Time:
Lead, Understand, Protect, Value
and Perform, explaining what
these mean for HES, what they
aim to deliver and how they plan
to achieve this.
Their new corporate website
and brand have also been rolled

•

revised references for
protection from radon gas
(3.2) - these come into effect
from 1 June 2016.
Other than a small number

of minor changes to correct
typographical errors, the
handbooks remain as the
October 2015 versions.
Technical Handbooks and
Key Supporting Guidance can
be accessed at on the Scottish
Government website under
Building Standards.

The Scottish Government is
making changes to the way
building standards applications
are made from 24 August 2016,

arrangements introduced by
regulations, which apply from
1 September 2016, are now
available.

with the launch of Scotland’s
eBuildingstandards.scot online
applications service.
This will enable the
electronic submission of
applications for building warrants
and other related forms, such as
completion certificates. Online
applications are intended to be
simple, save applicant’s time
and money and will be delivered
swiftly, enabling them to start
considering applications sooner.
eBuildingstandards.scot

out. Their new logo was designed

will be accessed through the

to reflect their role as custodian of

eDevelopment.scot home

the built heritage and lead body

page - a new single landing

for the historic environment, with

page leading to both the new

the keystone of the arch crucial

eBuilding Standards service and

for the stability of the whole (all

also to the ePlanning service

very symbolic – Ed.).

launched in January 2016. There

HES has also produced a

Forthcoming
Requirements for Nondomestic Buildings

is a single eDevelopment.scot

new informational video which

login process. This is now live. So

explains how they will work with

if you are already registered on

the sector to ensure the historic

ePlanning.scot, you will be able

environment is understood,

to use the same login details for

shared and enjoyed by everyone.

eBuildingstandards.scot.
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Planning
Update
Scottish Government
Response to Review of
Planning

General Practice

Complaints Statistics: ARB Annual Report

Insurance Act 2015

The majority of complaints

The report of the independent

The Insurance Act 2015 which

panel appointed by Scottish

in 2015 continued to be about

introduces major changes to

Ministers to review the

domestic projects. The most

insurance law in the UK comes

Scottish planning system was

common complaints were

into force in August 2016.

published on 31 May 2016. The

allegations under Standard

‘root and branch’ review has

4 Manage your business

to the duty of disclosure in

recommended fundamental

competently and Standard 6

commercial insurance contracts,

changes, the bulk of which relate

Carry out your work faithfully

warranties and insurers’

to development planning. The

and conscientiously of the

remedies for fraudulent claims.

Scottish Government responded

Code of Conduct. These include

The Insurance Act has also

to the review in July 2016 by

issuing terms of engagement and

amended the Third Parties (Rights

publishing a list of 10 immediate

keeping clients informed as to

against Insurers) Act 2010 to allow

key actions in answer to the

the progress of work.

that Act to be brought into force.

Professional Conduct
Committee decisions

introduced by the Insurance Act

The Act makes key changes

The majority of the measures

report’s recommendations. They
also indicate their intention to

The Architects Registration

work with key stakeholders in

Board has published its 2015

summer/autumn 2016 to develop

Annual Report into the regulation

detailed proposals.

of the profession. The report

The RIAS Planning

provides statistics on complaints

Committee will be offering the

which may be of interest to

expertise of its members at this

architects.

crucial stage. It will be particularly

In 2015, 157 formal complaints

came into force on 12 August

Reprimand

7

Penalty Order

8

Suspension

2

Erasure

4

Not Guilty

2

No Sanction

0

No Case to Answer

2

2016 and apply to insurance
and reinsurance contracts and
variations to existing contracts
made after that date.
Practices should note that
the remedies for material non-

important to concentrate on

were considered by the ARB. Of

how improvements can actually

those, 62 resulted in a referral

be delivered. A White Paper

to one of ARB’s Investigations

is to be produced in autumn/

Panels. The remaining complaints

winter 2016. It will seek views

were resolved directly between

on the proposals to be included

the parties under Standard 10

in a Planning Bill to be brought

of the Architects Code, or the

will be published as a Practice

forward in 2017.

allegations were considered

Note.

as being outside of ARB’s
jurisdiction.
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Total number of decisions

25

The Annual Report microsite
can be found at 2015.arb.org.uk.

disclosure or misrepresentation
will change. Please note that
all RIASIS policies are fully
compliant with new Act.
A guide to the changes and
how it may affect PII insurance
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General Practice

RIAS Dispute
Resolution

RIAS Dispute
Resolution leaflet

New RIAS Website

Interviews for new entrants to

The RIAS is currently designing

the RIAS adjudication panel were

a completely new version of the

conducted in March 2016.

RIAS website. It will launch in

We are pleased to report

Have any questions?

+44 (0) 131 229 7545

Practice Notes

My account

practice@rias.scot

The Royal Incorporation of Architects in Scotland

Documents and Forms

General

Bulletin

For Practices

For Architects

Information

Advice

For Students

Chartered Practice

For the Public

Links

2017 and aims to provide:

that four new RIAS members
successfully completed the

•

mobile and tablet-friendly

exam and the interview. They

pages using the latest web

have now been included on the

technologies

RIAS Adjudicators’ panel. There

•

a large amount of

are currently 13 RIAS accredited

information for both the

adjudicators on the panel.

architectural profession and

Practice Services
brought to you by the Royal Incorporation of Architects in Scotland

Welcome
The Practice Department is dedicated to supporting and promoting the practice of Architecture in Scotland through its core
activities of administering Practice Services, publishing technical and legal advice in Practice Information and coordinating
committee work. It also helps in preparing responses to outside bodies, thus contributing to policy making on behalf of the
Incorporation members. The Practice Department contributes to the promotion of good practice through the development of
RIAS Standard Contract Administration Forms and the publication of advice notes available for the general public. It provides
assistance to clients and architects in dispute resolution.
It tackles legal and contractual issues, commissioning, fees, appointment arrangements, insurance problems, dispute resolution
and legislation as well as monitoring the work of other industry bodies.
It also offers advice and information to interested parties such as clients, other construction professional bodies, trade
associations, MSPs, the Scottish Government, Local Authorities as well as gathering essential statistical information about the
profession.
Support for Practice Services enables the RIAS to engage in activities for the benefit of all practices. Feedback for practices is

As an Adjudicator

the general public

Nominating Body, the RIAS has

•

to ensure that those on the

dedicated sections for
members, practices, students

RIAS Panel are competent and

Practices are advised that the

undertake appropriate CPD in

RIAS has reviewed and updated

line with the development of the

its Client Advisory Guide to

knowledge base needed to act as

Dispute Resolution. The new

adjudicators.

format is available for download

Practice and Project

from the RIAS website. Practices

Directory

should familiarise themselves

and the public
•

enhanced sections on
current and historic Awards

•

•

a new, visually-striking

improved events coverage

available through Practice Notes, e-bulletins and newsletters.

New Practice Notes
SC1611

FI1622

FI1621

Indoor Air Quality and Ventilation in
Modern Airtight Homes

Aspects of Good Practice in
Contract Administration Part 2

End of Rectification Period and
Latent Defects

In the second of her articles addressing prevalent
issues of climate which affect the built
environment in Scotland, Professor Sue Roaf has
selected an investigation into indoor air quality
and ventilation in modern airtight homes,
prepared by Gráinne McGill of the Mackintosh
Environmental Architecture Research Unit.

Please note that this guide should be read with
the SBCC Standard Building Contract with
Quantities 2011 Edition beside you.

In construction projects faults and defects
caused by failures in materials, workmanship or
design, may not become apparent until many
years after the completion of the project.

8 SEPTEMBER 2016

1 SEPTEMBER 2016

17 AUGUST 2016

view all practice notes

Latest Bulletins and Practice Information
The Practice Bulletin is sent periodically by email to Practice Services subscribers. It contains the most recently published
Practice Information Notes, links to Quarterly Practice Information documents for download, details of forthcoming
conferences and training events and current news items of interest to Scottish Practices.
Practice Information is sent each quarter to Practice Services subscribers.

Practice Bulletin
ePI 309

made available to clients.

August 2016

Highlights of the document

Highlights of the document

to be added here.

to be added here.

ePI 309

ePI 308

Practice Bulletin

Practice Bulletin

Download…

September 2016

Download…

August 2016

PDF file, 178KB

PDF file, 178KB

view archive
Quarterly Practice Information

with the content of the guide and
be aware that this information is

ePI 308

September 2016

Autumn 2016

Summer 2016
The latest information from

The latest information from

RIAS Practice for Summer

RIAS Practice for Autumn

2016

2016
Highlights of document to be

Highlights of document to be

added here.

added here.

3.2016

2.2016

Practice Information

Practice Information

Download…

Autumn 2016

Download…

Autumn 2016

PDF file, 178KB

PDF file, 178KB

view archive

Appointment Documents
The RIAS Standard Forms of Appointments are designed to comply with the ARB code of professional conduct. They ensure
that the key aspects of the services to be provided and the responsibilities of each party are clearly stated and agreed at the
beginning of a project, the extent of services are defined, and the forms incorporate the most recent legislation. The RIAS legal
adviser and the RIAS Contracts and Appointments Committee recommend the use of the Standard Forms of Appointment.

Shortcuts
Quickly download the relevant appointment form:

SCA/2014

SCA/SC/2015
Scottish Conditions of

Scottish Conditions of

Appointment of an Architect

Appointment of an Architect

(2014 version)

(2014 version)

SCA 2014

Appropriate for…

Appropriate for…

Scottish Conditions of Appointment of an
an Architect
Architect

Scottish Sub-Consultant Form of Appointment

compatible with RIBA Plan of Work 2013

compatible with RIBA Plan of Work 2013

Download…

Download…

PDF file, 178KB

The RIAS represents the
rchitects
Royal Institute of British Architects
in Scotland

PDF file, 178KB

The RIAS represents the
Royal Institute of British Architects
in Scotland

DBC/2015

DBE/2015

Design and Build Contractor

Design and Build Employer

Client (2015 version)

Client (2015 version)

Appropriate for…

Appropriate for…

Scottish Conditions of Appointment of an Architect
Small Project Version

Scottish Conditions of Appointment of an Architect
Design and Build Employer Client Version
compatible with RIBA Plan of Work 2013

Download…

view certificates

Download…

PDF file, 178KB

The RIAS represents the
Royal Institute of British Architects
in Scotland

or view appointment documents

PDF file, 178KB

The RIAS represents the
rchitects
Royal Institute of British Architects
in Scotland

view contract administration forms

view standard letters

Site Signboards

Chartered Practices can order a dedicated site signboard. The only licensed RIAS signboard suppliers are those listed below.
Please obtain quotations or send orders direct to the licensed manufacturers.
Please note that suppliers of site signboards may request a current Chartered Practice Certificate as proof of status. A
Chartered Practice Certificate is issued by email to eligible practices upon renewal of their subscription. Alternatively suppliers
may require RIAS members (partner or director) to sign a declaration confirming their Chartered Practice status.

Eligibility criteria
Practices subscribing to Practice Services AND who also meet the criteria of eligibility for the Directory (at least one RIAS
member in a position of senior management and at least 20% of RIAS members amongst the ARB registered architects working
in the practice) are now able to designate themselves as an “RIAS Chartered Practice”.

Manufacturers
Sheena Anderson
Harold Jackson Screenprint Ltd
986 Pollockshaws Road
GLASGOW G41 2HE
sales@jacksonscreenprint.co.uk
0141 649 1783

Technical Specification
Sandra Murphy
Haven Sign Factory
Block 6, 8 Central Park
LARBERT FK5 4RU
info@havensignfactory.co.uk
01324 213022

RIAS

The Royal Incorporation
of Architects in Scotland

RIAS Chartered Practice Site Signboards
         

         

ABC Architecture

ABC Architecture

Architects and Planning Consultants
www.abc-architects.co.uk   
Single line practice name with description

         

A Really Long Architectural
Practice Name

A Really Long Architectural
Practice Name

Architects and Planning Consultants

www.abc-architects.co.uk   

www.abc-architects.co.uk   

The panel is available in two sizes – 4 feet x 1 foot (1.219
x 0.305m) and 8 feet x 2 feet (2.438 x 0.610m).

Between the two lines will appear the practice or office

Materials
The panel is available in three materials – Fasson (a

given. There will be a maximum of two lines for the office

Provides guidance notes on RIAS
Chartered Practice site

Two line practice name without description

Dimensions

Above the top line will appear the words, RIAS Chartered

Signboards guide

www.abc-architects.co.uk   
Single line practice name without description

         

Two line practice name with description

Content
Practice.

name next to the RIAS crest. No place names will be

signboards

flexible, self-adhesive plastic), rigid vinyl and aluminium.

name plus, where necessary, a third line in smaller type
for description, e.g. Architects and Planners or Architects
and Surveyors or Architects and Planning Consultants
etc.

Colours
The panel is Pantone Yellow. The RIAS crest, all lettering
and lines are Pantone 336.

Only Chartered Practices with a current subscription are

Font

entitled to use the board.

The font is the standard RIAS corporate font, Adobe

Below the bottom line will appear one of the following

Suite and Creative Cloud software.

Chaparral Pro. This font is supplied with Adobe Creative
alternatives:

Artwork
•

the place name or county, and telephone number
(STD code plus number)

The artwork is provided as Adobe InDesign and Adobe
Illustrator artwork files (Creative Cloud 2015).

•

a web-site address and telephone number

•

the briefest possible address

Queries
If you have a query contact:

Words such as telephone, fax or e-mail will not appear.
Telex numbers will not be given except for overseas

The Practice Department,
The Royal Incorporation of Architects in Scotland

addresses. The inclusion of additional place names such

15 Rutland Square, Edinburgh EH1 2BE

as Also at Norwich, Bristol and Glasgow is discouraged.

Tel: 0131 229 7545

Download…
PDF file, 178KB

Legal and Technical Advice
Members of Practice Services are entitled to free consultations with the RIAS Legal Adviser and the team
of technical experts drawn from senior members of the profession. For all queries, please contact Maryse
Richardson, Practice Manager on 0131 229 7545.

by mail

by phone

Note
The legal adviser will only respond to written enquiries. The RIAS logs both queries and answers for statistical and
general feedback purposes.

The Royal Incorporation of Architects in Scotland
15 Rutland Square
EDINBURGH EH1 2BE
t +44 (0) 131 229 7545
f +44 (0) 131 228 2188
e info@rias.scot
The RIAS is open from 9am until 5pm, Monday to Friday.

Copyright © The Royal Incorporation of Architects in Scotland 2016.
Charity Reference number: SC 002753 Registered Royal Charter No: RC 000483 Patron: HRH Prince Philip Duke of Edinburgh Hon FRIAS
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-Designed and patent pending in the UK, the PURe® door system is the
only aluminium door range to utilise structural PUR insulation, achieving
U-values as low as 0.93 W/m2K for our folding sliding door range,
when calculated as a CEN standard.
Offered with double or triple glazing, door options include single and
double, folding sliding, inline slide and lift & slide, all of which are
ideal for both new build and refurbishment applications.
Available in an extensive choice of colours and finishes, cradle to
cradle recyclable and integrating with other Senior products including
the PURe® window range, PURe® door systems provide the next generation
of evolved products, to exceed current and meet future legislation.
Get ahead of the curve at www.seniorarchitectural.co.uk/puredoor

Tel: 01709 772 600
E-mail: info@sasmail.co.uk
Innovative window, door and curtain wall systems
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Insurance

Cybercrime
A decade ago, cyber risk was considered an

There has also been an increase in

situation in cyber space is one that is

emerging risk. Now it is a clear and present

instances of corporate espionage, set out to

constantly evolving. That process begins

danger costing business more than US$400

disrupt operations by sabotaging physical,

with developing your cyber risk profile,

billion a year – a sum broadly equivalent to

as well as virtual, assets. Think about it: The

recognising the threats to your business, and

the gross domestic product of Austria or

consequences of a hacker gaining access

then understanding the potential operational,

Thailand1. Add to this the fact that attacks

to architectural plans and altering design

financial, and reputational impact of a cyber

are increasing in their sophistication and

specifications could not only cause project

event. Taking these steps will then put you in

complexity, and it isn’t difficult to see that the

delays, they could also prove to be much

a good position to place a value on mitigation

perfect storm is brewing.

more sinister and dangerous if unnoticed,

and/or risk transfer actions, and make the

potentially resulting in physical/bodily

best decisions on how to protect your

damage to those on site.

organisation.

Today, architecture and technology are
more intertwined than ever, as more and
more professionals use computers to build

In order to mitigate the threat, companies

and present models, and store third-party,

need to develop a programmatic type of

client, and their own employees’ data. As a

approach. This is not something that you

result, architects face increasingly complex

do once, walk away, and then 10 years

information and computer security risks,

later do again. It’s a continuous process

which pose the potential for significant

that requires continuous evaluation and

economic loss and reputational damage.

improvement. First, understand your assets,

The risks to architects include data theft,

including systems and networks, suppliers

the disruption of operations, and physical

and contractors, and intellectual property;

damage. In terms of data theft, a targeted

second, understand who the threats to the

data breach may result in the damage or

organisation are and extrapolate from that as

loss of confidential third-party client data,

to their capabilities; and thirdly, understand

or of confidential employee data, salaries,

the vulnerabilities, primarily your people

addresses, etc. The costs of notifying data

process and technologies.

subjects in the event of an attack can be huge,

Net Losses: Estimating the Global Cost of Cyber Crime
(2014).

Statements concerning legal, tax or accounting matters should
be understood to be general observations based solely on our
experience as insurance brokers and risk consultants and should
not be relied upon as legal, tax or accounting advice, which we
are not authorised to provide.
The information contained herein is based on sources
we believe reliable and should be understood to be general risk
management and insurance information only. The information is
not intended to be taken as advice with respect to any individual
situation and cannot be relied upon as such.

Of course, another part of a

although arguably the greatest fallout from

comprehensive cyber risk mitigation strategy

such incidents can be reputational damage,

is insurance. The rapid evolution of privacy

which can be very difficult to calculate.

and computer security risks has left many

The introduction of a computer virus

1 Center for Strategic and International Studies/McAfee,

traditional forms of insurance unable to

At RIASIS we pride ourselves in providing a
market leading policy wording, an integral
support service and fast turnover of
documentation. For further information,
please contact:

into an architect’s network, meanwhile,

adequately respond to cyber exposures;

could result in significant delays to the

however, cyber insurance can fill many of

completion of a project. Not only could it lead

the gaps in traditional insurance and provide

RIAS Insurance Services

to a loss of income due to a downing of IT

construction companies with protection for

Orchard Brae House

equipment, it could also result in significant

risks created by the use of technology and

reputational risk if, say, that virus somehow

data in day-to-day operations.

30 Queensferry Road

ended up being spread to third parties, such

It needs to be remembered that your

as contractors and suppliers, via email or the

cyber mitigation strategy should be a

sharing of any other form of information.

continuous and ongoing process, as the

Edinburgh eh4 2hs
Telephone 0131 311 413
Fax 0131 311 4280
david.bathgate@marsh.com

RIAS Insurance Services is a trading name of Marsh Ltd. Marsh Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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Service Mentality
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Technical
Since she was a little girl, Jennifer had wanted to open her own
tearoom. As she got older the idea developed. It became a vintage
tearoom, selling the most delicious teas and coffees and of course
cakes to die for. Then life got in the way.
She studied nursing at university and before long was climbing the
ladder of NHS management. The cafe dream that had once burned so
brightly was but a distant memory.
And then it happened, she got sick, very sick. As she embarked on

Designing services as well as buildings
Design isn’t just about products, buildings or a new logo, as many
people believe. Services can be designed too. Service design is a
young discipline. We began teaching it in UK universities around 2010.
Initially, service design was adopted within public and social services.
However over the past couple of years it’s found its way into the
commercial world too.

the long road to recovery, she took stock of her life. She remembered
the dreams of the little girl she’d once been and slowly it began to
dawn on her. She didn’t want to go back to the NHS. It had long since
ceased to inspire or motivate her. Her recovery had given her a second

How can service design improve your client experience?
1.

means that they don’t understand the language that you use with

chance. That meant she was going to live her dream and open her

your peers. They have no idea of the process or how long things

tearoom, whatever it took.
She started to look for a location and before long found a couple
of possibilities. That’s when she began the search for an architect that

will take.
2. By accepting this, you can then begin to design your services with
the client in mind. To do this properly, you need to learn to see

could help bring her dream to reality. She spoke to friends, posted on

things from their perspective. Deeply empathise with how it feels

Facebook and searched on Google. A couple of names kept coming up
and so she arranged to meet them both.
The first one didn’t seem to listen to her. The second, however,

to be the client. Where are the pain points?
3.

that came up time and time again - poor communication and a lack

impressive. Before long she found herself committing to a site and

of understanding of the process. People simply weren’t clear on

engaging the architect. That’s when it all started to go wrong.
get hold of the architect and people at their office didn’t return her

what would happen and when.
4. We also found that the architects were equally frustrated by all
of the interruptions from clients emailing and phoning to find

calls. When she sent emails, they took a long time to respond and

out what was going on. This had a huge knock-on effect on

when they did it was often very short and felt unfriendly. She also
struggled with the language that they used.
She’d never done a project like this before and had hoped that
the architect would guide her through it. However if anything they
were making this a more stressful experience for her. Eventually the
project was completed. Although she was happy with the end result, it
had been a rollercoaster 12 months, which on the back of her serious
illness she could have done without. It had also come in significantly
over budget.

How does your service make clients feel?
We learned Jennifer’s story as part of a research project we carried
out into how clients experience architecture as a service. That’s what
we do - we help people to understand how their users or clients
experience their services. We then use that information to design
services and experiences that their clients love.
In our study we met several other people who had similar
experiences. Why was this happening? When we teach architecture in
our universities, like other professional services, such as accounting
and law, the focus is on the technical. Little, if any, time is spent
working on the ‘soft skills’ - things like communication, empathy, and
understanding the emotional impact of our services. That’s what leads
to experiences like the one Jennifer had.

Next, once you’ve identified the pain points, work out what you
can do to remove them. In our research, there were two issues

was amazing! He ‘got it’, and the work his practice did looked seriously

She never seemed to know what was going on. She struggled to

That the vast majority of your clients will not be architects. That

productivity and profitability.
5.

Managing client expectations from the outset has a direct impact
on client satisfaction and the overall profitability of the project. It’s
not rocket science, but so many people are too busy on the detail
to think about this and to realise the impact this has on the client
experience.
Back to Jennifer, the lady that we started this story with. At the end

of our conversation, which had lasted over two hours, I asked her if
there was one thing, the architect could have done that would have
transformed her experience? Her reply was straightforward - ‘make
things easier for me’. She had hoped that her architect would do this,
but in reality they had made the project a lot more stressful than it
needed to be.
Harvard Business School recently published a study into customer
experience and they found that the number one thing customers want
organisations to do is make things easier for them. So why don’t more
organisations do this? In the past we’ve not necessarily designed our
services with a focus on the client and how they will experience what
we do. If you can make that shift and embrace a design-led approach
to your service delivery, then you, your practice and your customers
will all reap the benefits!

Alasdair McGill

Alasdair McGill is one of the UK’s leading customer experience experts. He is the Founder of Ashton McGill (www.ashtonmcgill.com) and is the
Entrepreneur in Residence at the University of Dundee. You can find him on twitter at @ali_mcgill
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Nine times winner of the Johnstone’s Painter of the Year Award
Johnstone’s Supreme Decorator of the Year Award 2010
WorldSkills Double Gold Medal Winner

NEVIN
of EDINBURGH

‘The Royal Palace of Stirling Castle’

DECORATORS OF DISTINCTION

Specialists in Microscopy
paint anaylsis, conservation
and restoration

Nevin of Edinburgh has been providing the highest
standards of skill, customer service and excellence
since 1977. We are a multi-award winning company
and the decorator of choice for organisations such as
The National Galleries of Scotland, Historic Scotland
and The National Trust for Scotland. We can help you
decorate, renovate and transform the interior and
exterior of your property no matter what the size or
difficulty. We pride ourselves on fine attention to
detail and ensuring of your 100% satisfaction.

‘The Assembly Rooms, Edinburgh’

8 Swanfield, Leith,
Edinburgh EH6 5RX

www.nevinofedinburgh.co.uk
enquiries@nevinofedinburgh.co.uk

tel: 01315541711
fax: 01738623228
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As the building was being designed,
one question kept coming to mind...

...WHAT ABOUT
THE FIRE SAFETY
STANDARDS?

For a FREE consultation to find out what fire engineering
can do for you please contact Sandy Killbourn on
T: 01786 449944 • E: enquiry@g-fire.co.uk

www.gartcarronfireengineering.co.uk

FE
GARTCARRON FIRE ENGINEERING Ltd.

Designing buildings to save life
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Architect Ale
© Ross Campbell

Chapters
The latest news from your local Chapter
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Aberdeen

ASA hashtag photography competition winners exhibition
© Richard Slater

Summer has come and almost gone. Yet again we find ourselves

Aberdeen. It was organised by the current Chair and vice Chair of

moving towards autumn with the year flying by at a rapid pace. The

the Women in Property Northern Scotland Satellite branch, Michelle

Aberdeen Chapter took a break over the summer so, just like students

Forth (Safety Scotland) and Kirsten Will (William Lippe Architects

returning to school and university, we are now preparing for a heavy

Ltd). The event is a collaboration between the major property and

workload in the coming months. When I sat down to gather my

construction professional networks in Aberdeen to include Women in

thoughts and write this piece I thought I may have to resort to telling

Property (WIP), the Aberdeen Association of Civil Engineers (AACE),

you about what I did on my summer holidays. Luckily for you things

the Chartered Institute of Building (CIOB), the Royal Institution of

have been ticking over here, albeit at a slower pace than earlier in the

Chartered Surveyors (RICS), the Royal Town Planning Institute (RTPI)

year.

and ourselves the Aberdeen Society of Architects (ASA).

Towards the end of Aberdeen’s Festival of Architecture

It was a fun filled family afternoon with a BBQ, target golf, archery

programme we launched two Instagram hashtag photographic

and a raffle which raised £515 for Northsound’s charity, Cash for Kids.

competitions. ‘Focus on Aberdeen’ for images of Aberdeen city and

This is a popular get together in the summer break and I can only see it

‘Focus on Aberdeenshire’ for images of Aberdeenshire. The quality

growing from strength to strength in the future. So if you weren’t able

of entries was really strong. Judging took place on 9th June 2016 with

to make it along to this year’s garden party I would encourage you to

the winning entries first exhibited in the Pentland Fine Art gallery on

come along next year.

Holburn Street, Aberdeen and subsequently at Castle Fraser where

In the coming weeks and months we will be turning our attention

the exhibition is still open. This proved a successful event and one

to organising our programme of CPD’s, launching our annual design

which we would be keen to repeat. It provided a platform to engage

awards and planning our Annual Dinner which takes place next year. I

with a wider audience beyond our members and also an opportunity

very much look forward to updating you on our plans. In the meantime

to celebrate all that is good about the area we live in.

I would be keen to encourage all our members to get involved and

The Scott Sutherland School of Architecture and the Built

support the upcoming Aberdeen festivals which include NEOS (north

Environment held its End of Year Show between the 19th June 2016

east open studios), truenorth (Aberdeen’s festival of music and song),

and the 25th June 2016. The ASA was delighted to attend the school’s

DanceLive (festival of contemporary dance and sound). All of which

prize giving ceremony on 4th October and present the ASA silver

present an opportunity to celebrate living in Aberdeen.

medal award to joint winners Alexandra Dobes and Daniel Cardno and

Until next time thank you.

the Harbourne McLennan prize to Katherine Watson.
The ASA also attended the second annual, cross industry ‘Summer
Garden Party’ held on the 28th August 2016 at Woodbank House,
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Dundee

Doors Open Day launch

Crazy Golf hole

© D C Thomson

© Dundee and Angus College

The summer has flown by even quicker than usual this year and we

RIAS President Willie Watt’s design giving us a particular challenge

look ahead to autumn with anticipation. We’ve been so busy that this

which we passed on to CIBSE’s Young Engineer’s group to solve.

year we didn’t take the usual two month break from our monthly DIA
Council meetings!
Following the success of our ‘People’s Tower: Dundee’s Royal

Planning for our Spaghetti Racecycle event has also provided us
with some fun moments with sponsor Marley going above and beyond
with their support for this interactive event which will take place in

Arch’ event at the end of May we were delighted to be invited to a

City Square on the last Sunday in October. We had a good response

Civic Reception held in Dundee to celebrate all the exciting cultural

from local practices for our call for entries for our touring Community

initiatives which have been taking place in the city.

Unity exhibition. And we’re working with Gary Gowans to develop our

This year we stepped in to organise Dundee’s Doors Open
Days for the weekend of the 17th/18th September after the previous
organiser stepped back from the role. More than 40 buildings were

Enlightened Dundee content. Full details of all these events will be
advertised using the usual channels.
To fit with our Festival activities this year the annual awards dinner

involved. As always the event was extremely popular with the public.

was brought forward by six weeks to Thursday 6th October. At the

Given this year’s Festival of Architecture we felt that this was too good

time of typing judging is underway by myself, Iain Connelly, PPRIAS

an opportunity to miss to allow people to explore the built heritage of

and Jack McKeown, features writer at The Courier. 70 entries were

the city. Huge thanks are due to Fraser Middleton, RIAS and his team

submitted across the ten categories, once again demonstrating an

at ARKTX for all their work on this. If you have a building that could be

incredible breadth of talent. Look out for a full report in the Winter

part of the event in future years please do get in touch.

Quarterly.

It was great to see the Festival of Architecture’s Ideal Hut show

Joint CPD sessions with Dundee City Council’s Building Standards

at Dundee Botanic Gardens in July and to give a presentation at an

team have continued and remain useful and relevant. We have started

evening reception covering what the DIA has been up to as well as the

planning the next series of DIA evening CPD seminars but the start will

exciting activities we’ve got coming up as part of our Chapter month of

be delayed until nearer the end of the year once completion of our

Festival activities.

Festival of Architecture activities frees us up. As always, keep an eye

Planning for our Chapter Festival of Architecture activities has

out for all the latest news by email and on social media.

really ramped up and we are extremely grateful to all those practices
who have got involved as well as to the contractors and specialists we

Christine Palmer RIAS

are working with. Our touring crazy golf course is in production with

President DIA
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Edinburgh
June, July and August this year have been busy months in Edinburgh.
The very special 2016 Festival celebrations extended through July
with the International Cities Expo pavilion on Mound Square. Konishi
Gaffney’s, award winning, design unfolded into an impressive
triangular timber sculptural pavilion, showcasing Edinburgh’s story and
potential to thousands of visitors.
Edinburgh International Festival and Edinburgh Fringe of course
preoccupy the city in August, when the city population doubles, the
infrastructure groans at the seams and the celebrations and stunning
performances continue 24 hours a day. Edinburgh in August is unlike
Edinburgh any other time of year. Architecture featured in numerous
events.
The usual EAA summer (July) recess ended with the August
Council meeting at which we had James Simpson usefully discussing
some relevant issues, firstly the concept of ‘professionalism’ and
whether it has a future in construction. Architects, as we know, are
legally regulated in function, but not protected in their role or fixed or
even guided in remuneration.
The ongoing downward commercial pressure on professional fees
- to all construction professionals - is not sustainable.
Maintaining standards of service and professional time
commitments, when remuneration is continually diminishing is leading
to some practices going out of business. Speculation heard from an
architect in Europe that professions in construction might cease to

2016 Student Medal Prizegiving

exist in ten years’ time, is a wake-up call to us all. On the presumption

© Denise Bennetts

that society as a whole needs and desires a well-designed and reliably
developed built environment, if any issue is worthy of debate it is

The concern that too much replacement of residential

how to ensure, going forward, the sustainability of vital professional

accommodation with tourism accommodation in central Edinburgh

services in construction.

may result in the conversion of the city centre from a living quarter

Secondly and more optimistically, congratulations to Dana

into a ‘theme park’, devoid of authentic urban character, has been

Cherepkova on winning the EAA Student Award for 2016. Julie Wilson

raised in some surprising quarters. Edinburgh is rightly famous for its

EAA VP attended as Rab Bennetts presented her with the J R Mckay

genuine heartfelt welcome to tourists who come to enjoy the city as

Silver Medal for the best 3rd/4th year student.

we all do. As renewal inevitably comes around, the question that is

The 250th Anniversary of the Edinburgh New Town is next
year, 2017. A group is forming to discuss how this event should be
celebrated and recognised. James Simpson, Les Howson, Professor

being asked of tourism development is “do we know how much is too
much?”
One issue which stood out as emerging from the debate at the

Cliff Hague of the Cockburn Association and RIAS Secretary Neil

Royal High School was the desire to push the City Council to develop a

Baxter are all involved. Also others who were previously involved with

clearer civic ‘vision’ for the city in design terms. This will be pursued.

the 200th anniversary event such as Sir James Dunbar-Nasmith have

Our Autumn CPD series continues throughout this Festival year.

been mentioned. An initial meeting has been held with many ideas

The keenly anticipated September talk from Gordon Benson has

shared. Please forward interest to the EAA office.

unfortunately had to be postponed due to Gordon’s work pressures.

We have an ongoing debate in Edinburgh, as in many cities,

However this will be rescheduled for the New Year. In its place we

about hotel development. The recent development approved by the

are arranging a CPD event in late October. Details soon on the EAA

planning Committee of City of Edinburgh Council for a new complex

Website.

at Cowgatehead has animated and agitated many. First the posters
complaining of ‘another heartbreak hotel’ then a sit-in on the site with
tents arrived.

Wishing everyone all the best for the coming ‘season of mellow
fruitfulness’.

Donald Canavan RIAS
President EAA
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Glasgow
Now the summer is over the GIA’s focus turns towards our Annual
Dinner and Awards. As usual the Chapter members and guests will
be donning their black ties and frocks in November for an evening
of celebration at Oran Mor in Glasgow’s West End. At the time of
writing we have received a healthy batch of entries and the judging
process will begin shortly. This year’s chair of judges is Michal Cohen
of London Practice Walters and Cohen who received an award at the
RIAS Centenary Dinner for their Lairdsland Primary School in East
Dumbartonshire.
The entry categories include Conservation, Education / Healthcare,
Leisure/Arts, Office/Commercial/Industrial/Retail, Residential and Small
Works (under £250,000). This year also sees the return of the small
practice portfolio award which is open every four years, to practices
within the Chapter with no more than five qualified architects. This
award aims to recognise the work of small practices that make up
the majority of the GIA’s membership. Our Practice Committee is
also active in support of small practices and have set up forums and
meetings where small practitioners can get together to discuss matters
and share knowledge.

37 Years
© Ross Campbell

The GIA was again represented at the city’s Merchant City Festival
with our 37 Years’ display which was one of the Chapter’s Festival of
Architecture projects. The 20m long exhibit showcased winners of the
GIA awards during their 37 year history. This was accompanied by a
comprehensive map of Glasgow city centre, the greater Glasgow area
and the whole of Scotland showing the location of the award winning
buildings. You can view it by searching for “37 Years” on the Festival
website www.foa2016.com.
The exhibiton was up for over a week as part of the external
streetscape and will hopefully be on show again later in the year.
As mentioned in my last report the GIA brewed a second batch
of the Architect IPA which was sold from Dress for the Weather’s
bespoke bar at the Holmwood House garden party. I felt very guilty
that I had never before visited Alexander Thomson’s finest domestic
design that once featured on Scottish banknotes and is reputed to
have influenced the work of Frank Lloyd Wright. But after a couple

RIAS Centenary Cycle cyclists

of sips of the IPA my guilt was assuaged and I enjoyed an afternoon

© Mkk Photography

touring the house and gardens.
At the start of August I visited Ayr to help launch Doors Open

cross country and water later they arrived at Rowand Anderson’s

Day in Ayrshire where there are around 60 sites to visit on the first

Mount Stewart on Bute. All went according to plan until the last leg

weekend in September. Visiting the sites may take some planning as,

where the cyclists approached the finishing point on a different road

unlike the Doors Open event in the Glasgow conurbation, many of

to the one that had been planned. This resulted in RIAS Secretary and

these properties are in remote locations, such as the Skelmorie Royal

myself frantically trying to reposition a bunting strewn finishing gate

Observer Corps Monitoring Post that you enter down a 15 foot steel

in a Keystone Cops style moment and failing miserably. After cycling a

ladder. I am sure it doesn’t comply with current DDA standards!

further 50 metres to the ‘official’ finishing line a fine photo opportunity

Over on Bute I was one of a select crowd who met the finish of
the RIAS Centenary 100 mile cycle to mark the first 100 years of the

ensued to mark the end. Congratulations and commemorative water
bottles were then awarded to our 16 valiant comrades.

Incorporation. 16 cyclists set off early in the morning from the Rowand
Anderson designed Glasgow Central Station. A mammoth 100 miles

Tim Gray RIAS
President GIA
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Inverness
Catriona Meighan

SKETCH I NESS
10am – 3pm, 3 September 2016

Celebrate the Festival of Architecture
2016 with a sketching event led by
the artists Catriona Meighan and
Clive Brandon and organised by the
Inverness Architectural Association.
We want to get everyone involved
artists, non-artists, doodlers and see

the buildings of Inverness with fresh
eyes.
Discover hidden architectural
gems and capture them on our
sketching guided walk. All abilities
welcome, bring your preferred
materials.

Starts and ends at Inverness Museum and Art Gallery
FREE TO ALL
Book your place by emailing Kirsten.Body@highlifehighland.com
or call 01463 237114

Sketch I Ness
Images © Sharon Green

Following the resignation of Gordon Anderson FRIAS, we are going

through the streets of Inverness looking at the townscape - streets,

forward on three fronts with myself as Chapter President, Peter

rivers, churches at one end, down to the fine details of mouldings and

McIlhenny taking responsibility for the IAA Design Awards and Andy

fences. It was an interesting collaboration and I would look to take this

Bruce co-ordinating the Convention and Festival of Architecture events.

forward in future events, possibly overlapping with ‘Doors Open Day’.

Work is underway on the IAA Design Awards, with a shortlist of 31

On a larger scale, the Western Isles Architects Group, led by Stuart

to be visited over the coming weeks, from Shetland to the Sound of

Bagshaw has generated ’Building Our Islands’, as a contribution to the

Mull – so plenty travelling for our assessors.

Festival of Architecture. It looks to promote the importance of the built

We are looking forward to our own Convention in November,

environment in the Western Isles in collaboration with An Lanntair,

where we look to welcome architects from outwith the Chapter area

with funding from Awards4All, Tigh Innse Gall, Comhairle nan Eilean

as well as to our own members to the Eden Court Theatre for a day

Siar and HIE and includes an architectural trail, floodlighting of key

of design and a sumptuous supper. Thanks to Gordon Anderson,

buildings, photography by John Mayer and a bi-lingual education pack

my predecessor, we have Kengo Kuma, Architect of the V&A as our

for schools throughout the Western Isles.

headline speaker. Ticket sales are going well at this early stage.
August was our month for the Festival of Architecture.

Still on the subject of trails, the North Coast 500 route has been
well publicised throughout Scotland and the rest of the UK. It is giving

Unfortunately, the ‘Architecture in a Bottle Event’ had to be cancelled,

a significant boost to tourism to the area. Catriona Hill’s Architectural

but we welcomed the Ideal Hut Event to Inverness Botanic Garden.

Guide to NC500 has been reprinted to satisfy demand. It’s been hard

Sadly, this appeared to lack much in the way of local publicity and the

work for Catriona but a simple and effective concept to reach out and

opening reception was cancelled. Similarly, there have were siting

raise the profile of architecture, new and old.

issues, compounded by bad weather, which the local Chapter and RIAS
resolved by the purchase of decking to avoid the need for wellies.
The Chapter replaced ‘Architecture in a Bottle’ with SketchINess,

Part of my inspiration to study architecture was a school project to
develop an architectural trail in my home town of Prestonpans. I would
hope that these three projects all help the next generation to open

an urban sketch day. Bizarrely inspired by an email from Galway, we

their eyes to the built heritage around them, whether it’s 12 months or

looked to encourage interaction between architects and the public,

12 centuries old.

using drawing to look at our townscape and enjoy a day’s sketching.
Aided by two local artists, Catriona Meighan and Clive Brandon and

Les Hutt FRIAS

granted a sunny day, between 14 and 18 of us, of all ages ventured

President IAA Highlands & Islands Chapter
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Stirling
As we move in to the final quarter of 2016 there is much to reflect
on. Across the board, all Chapters have produced an outstanding
amount of work for the Festival of Architecture as part of the Year of
Innovation, Architecture and Design.
Despite our limited resources and the restrictions we have due to our
Chapter size, I was delighted by what we managed to deliver. Over the
course of June our ‘cube’ installations popped-up across the Chapter
area. These signified the culmination of months of work leading up
to June where each design was developed and honed though a series
of workshops and design sessions with a mix of Chapter architects,
students, community members and local authority representatives.
The challenge was to design a thought provoking and socially engaging
object which would highlight the festival and stimulate discussion.
One group created shelter space which was then located near
the Raploch community centre - an area which has seen significant
architectural influence over recent years as part of a wide reaching
regeneration programme.
In contrast to this, Group 2 designed their cubes to be spatial

Raploch Cube sponsored by Signsexpress, Thornbridge, Antonine Contracts, AGL
Architect and mprchitecture
© Claire France of Image Weavers

markers. Set in the stunning parklands of Callander Park with
Callander House as the backdrop, an evening of contemporary dance
was held with the cubes providing both a juxtaposition of architecture
as well as defining the dance space. The Scottish summer held out
long enough and this enjoyable evening was rounded off with some
appropriate refreshments. A fantastic video of the evening captured
some stunning drone footage. This will be given to the RIAS and
uploaded to our new website.
A further installation was also located in Falkirk High Street. This
took the form of cube ‘sections’ which were pushed in or pulled out
to create different internal and external spaces. Developed with local
students attending Strathclyde University, the object was formed in
laser-etched plywood, utilising the services of the Glasgow MACLab.
Calander House Cube

In a move designed to get as much interaction as possible with

© SSA

the public the exterior of the object charted local architectural history
through the ages, giving an overview of its origins and influences
and indicating where things are now. This installation also gave the

As enjoyable as the festival has been it has perhaps distracted

opportunity for public suggestion of where things should go. Across all

from focusing on current issues faced by the Chapter and its

age groups it gained a lot of attention and successfully became a focal

membership. I hear from members frequently about problems in

point of discussion.

obtaining engineering support and input for projects, how the SER

The ability to deliver all of this was a culmination of the hard

system has protected the role of the engineer but also impacts on

work and endeavor of our Chapter Council members. I am extremely

projects. This then raises again the question again of protection of

grateful for their input, time and commitment and I would also like to

function for us as architects - should we be championing something

thank Stuart Taylor at Forth Valley College for his assistance.

similar to SER certification for architects?

As a Chapter we now look forward to a ‘normal’ year and we will

As a small Chapter there is only so much we can do. However

be refocusing our energy on delivery of the things we had to put on

we can do more with more input and support from members. Again I

hold in order to achieve our Festival of Architecture goals. Members

would invite any member with even a small amount of time to spare to

should expect news very soon on our delayed AGM, awards and CPD

get in touch and look to support your local Chapter council.

sessions.

Ryan Marshall RIAS
President SSA
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Glass Balustrading
Specialists in manufacture and installation
of top quality aluminium balustrade systems
Choice of styles and colours
Also stainless steel balustrades and handrails

Turnbull Aluminium Ltd.
t/a Grille City Aluminium
Unit 3, Inveralmond Trade Park,
Perth PH1 3HB
Tel: 01738 639 429
info@grillecity.com
www.grillecity.com

scottish society of architect-artists
“Architecture of all the Arts… acts the most slowly, but most surely, on the soul.” Ernest Dimnet

Alan G W Cook: Valentine’s Day, Bruges

… still in touch with your inner artist?
www.ssaagallery.org.uk
For more information on how to join SSAA, please contact charinabeswick@hotmail.co.uk
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT · BUILDING SURVEYING · QUANTITY SURVEYING
PROPERTY VALUATIONS · CLERK OF WORKS · FACILITIES MANAGEMENT · SPECIALIST SERVICES
PRINCIPAL DESIGNER/H&S ADVISER · DISPUTE RESOLUTION SUPPORT SERVICES
a trusted name since 1913
Aberdeen | Dalkeith | Dundee | Dunfermline | Edinburgh
Galashiels | Glasgow | Hamilton | Helensburgh | Kilmarnock
Paisley | Perth | Stirling | St Andrews

www.hardies.co.uk
The Scottish Homebuilding & Renovating Show organisers are
offering two complimentary tickets, worth £24*, for every RIAS
member when the Show returns to the Royal Highland Centre,
Edinburgh on October 15 & 16.
The Show, Scotland’s only dedicated consumer exhibition for
self-builders, home renovators and improvers, is popular with
both consumers and professionals who can hear about a range of
innovative solutions to help improve profitability, whilst managing
projects efficiently.
The Show is the ultimate event to help visitors create a dream
home, whether building from scratch, undertaking a major extension,
converting or remodeling their home or just keen to integrate
the latest technology. It’s full of informative features, hundreds of
plots and renovation opportunities and thousands of products and
services from over 120 exhibitors. As well as all the latest products
and services experts will be on hand to provide free guidance and
support to visitors at 16 free seminars and 24 masterclasses, as well
as the ‘Ask the Architects’ and ‘Ask the Experts Advice Areas’.
The show is taking place at the Royal Highland Centre, Ingliston,
Edinburgh on October 15 -16 2016. Tickets are £8 advance (available
till 3pm on October 14) and £12 on the door, kids under 16 go free.
For more information of tickets visit
www.homebuildingshow.co.uk/Edinburgh
Opening hours: Saturday 10am - 5pm; Sunday 10am - 4.30pm. To
obtain free entry for two simply visit
www.homebuildingshow.co.uk/pr1 and register your details.
*Ticket offer based on door price
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Membership Report
The following deaths were reported
with regret:

Reinstatements to full Membership:

Elections to Membership:

Christopher Cheater rias riba

Temoor Ahmad rias riba

Lindsay Hutton Davidson frias

Bradley Craig rias riba

Steven Patrick Desmond Baumann rias riba

John Drummond frias

Alan Dickson rias riba

Mark Bell rias riba

Karen Gall rias

Fraser Bell rias riba

Jonathan Gay rias

Ed Blackett rias riba

Stewart Douglas Gilmore rias riba

Emma Boal rias riba

Tain Mhaira Kirkwood rias riba

Paul Broadbent rias riba

Andrew Mair rias riba

Andrew Brooks rias riba

Gareth Morris rias riba

Lior Brosh rias riba

Lisa Murray rias riba

Susan Rachael Browne rias riba

Samuel Rutherford Grant rias
John Allardice McBoyle rias
Mark Robert George Palmer rias riba
Peter Willis frias

Resignations reported:
Chris Stuart Drummond

Ed Burgess rias riba

David Charles Reat

Elections to Student Membership:
Removals reported:

Emily Anderson

Ciaran Andrews

Samuel Matthew Barton

Irene Farish

Gillian Brown

Robin Henry Gibson

Betty Ann Wylde Buckman

Jill Girgan

Eugenio Cappuccio

Peter Henrick Magnus
Francis Milloy
Campbell Gordon Reid

Transfers to Retired Membership
approved:

Dana Cherepkova
Sarah Comfort
Chiara Fingland
Marta Klara Gutowska
Nick Green
Ya Hu

Kenneth Anthony Brown rias

Ainslie Innes

Catherine Annie Divers rias riba

Elizabeth Mary Kiely
Jonathan Lynn
Devon McCrea
Alexander Brady Mallalieu
Rubin Memishi
John-Bernard Murray
Alexandra Philippou
Suzanne Priestley
Varsha Amarnath Rajanahally
Robert David Grant Scott
Jordon John Stocks
Adam Williams
Shirley Wong
Weng Yi Wong
Suyang Xiao

Michael Burnell rias riba
Rick Burney rias riba
Stuart Camden rias riba
Alice Cartledge rias riba
Ronan Casey rias riba
Sarah Castle rias riba
Emily Ceraudo rias riba
Wing Yee Renee Chan rias riba
Laura Collins rias riba
Matthew Penreath Cromack rias riba
Ian Crow rias riba
Damien Francis Curry rias riba
James Stephen Darwent rias riba
Jason Donaldson rias riba
Sophie Douglas rias riba
Joe Francis Drinkwater rias riba
Nicholas Ebb rias riba
Qiao Feng rias riba
Sarah Finkemeyer rias riba
Bernard Flynn rias riba
Colin Foster rias riba
Kristian Lee Forster rias riba
Paul Gallie rias riba
Sophie George rias riba
Dan Gibbons rias riba
Andrew Gowning rias riba
Suzanne Graham rias riba
Marion Gray rias riba
Mark William Greenhaugh rias riba
Michael Griffiths rias riba
James Hackett rias riba
John Laird Harkness rias riba
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Thomas Haupt rias riba

Chris Rogers rias riba

Benjamin Alexander Hawkins rias riba

Sebastian Rowe rias riba

Melanie Hay rias riba

Fiona Shields rias riba

Andrew Henriques rias riba

Victoria Simpson rias riba

Matthew Pentreath Heywood rias riba

Clare Snell rias riba

Francis Holding rias riba

Eleni Stathi rias riba

Philip Hutchinson rias riba

Craig Andrew Steven rias

Justina Sun Hwa Hwang rias riba

Charles Antony Franciszek Szczech rias

Klas Hyllen rias riba

riba

Katerina Ioannis-Antoniou rias riba

Hannah Ayana Taylor rias riba

Jonah Midford Jay rias riba

Alan Thompson rias riba

Robert John Edward Kerr rias riba

Douglas Tullie rias

Christian Kerrigan rias riba

Miya Ushida rias riba

Yongcchun Kim rias riba

Luke Walton rias riba

Ruggero Lancia G rias riba

Timothy James Whitcombe rias riba

Kin Yan Lau rias riba

Bryony Clare Williams rias riba

Li Chun Luen rias riba

George Ferguson Woodrow rias riba

Robert Mainwaring rias riba

Timothy Yu rias riba

Donald Matheson rias riba
Neil Mathews rias riba
Neil T McCarten rias riba
Kellie McGivern rias riba
Simon McNabb rias riba
Katie McPate rias
Sarah McPherson rias riba
James Millar rias riba

Elections to Fellowship

Aberdeen

Roy Maclachlan frias riba

Dundee

Christopher Ian Malcom ‘Kit’ Campbell frias

Edinburgh

David Chouman frias riba
Lucy JT MacKenzie frias riba

Glasgow

Adrian Neville frias riba

Inverness

Richard James Pearson Mills rias riba

Stirling

Bianca Morgan rias riba

Outwith

Katy Morrison rias riba
Christine Anne Mullan rias riba
Nigel Murray rias riba
John Kiama Mvaa rias riba
Anuradha Naik rias riba
Graeme Nicholls rias riba
Simon Noddings rias riba
Rory O’Brien rias riba
Vanessa Ursula Orekan rias riba
Douglas Paul rias riba
Nicholas Pawlik rias riba
Joanna Pencakowski rias riba
Kristian Rapallini rias riba
Layton Fitz Maurice Reid rias riba
Thomas Robbins rias riba
Agnes Robertson rias

Charlene Rankin
Manager: Membership / RIAS Consultancy
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RIAS Centenary Clocked President’s Diary

Charles McKean Memorial Prize Reception - Willie Watt PRIAS, Lord David Steel,
Lucy Allen, Margaret McKean, Richard Thomson, Robin Oram
© Charlene Rankin

july
08

Pop-up Cities Expo / Edinburgh

13

Fact finding visit / Fort William

26

5 Presidents Meeting / Belfast

27

Construction Scotland Procurement Implementation Group

29

Oban Architecture Festival

august
05

Grand Designs Filming / Monikie

10

Construction Scotland Procurement Implementation Group

24

RIAS President’s Policy Committee / Edinburgh

24

Smart Cities Conference / Glasgow

september

RIAS Centenary Honoured in Edinburgh’s Floral Clock

02

Construction Scotland Procurement Implementation Group

07

RIAS Council / Edinburgh

08

Scottish Futures Trust BIM Education / Edinburgh

13

Construction Scotland Event / Glasgow

20

Construction Scotland Procurement Implementation Group
Meeting / Glasgow

21

GASH Lunch / Glasgow

Edinburgh’s floral clock, the oldest in the world, celebrated its own

22

Charles McKean Memorial Prize Reception / Edinburgh

centenary in 2003. This year the huge honour and public prestige of

27

Talk to Students at The University of Edinburgh / Edinburgh

the City of Edinburgh Council’s gift of the annual floral clock marks the

27

RIAS Centenary Fellows Summer Reception, Scottish National

RIAS centenary. Around 24,000 bedding plants and succulents, planted
over a month in late spring, forming the RIAS’ name, centenary dates
and elements of the crest, celebrate the Incorporation and the unique

Portrait Gallery / Edinburgh
30

Transport Awards / Glasgow

contribution of Scotland’s architects. It is estimated that over half a

october

million visitors will see and enjoy the clock over the five months it is on

06

Dundee Institute of Architects’ Dinner / Dundee

display.

Neil Baxter Hon FRIAS

Carol-Ann Hildersley

Secretary & Treasurer

Senior Manager: Secretary & Treasurer’s Office
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Chartered Architect
Council Report
Council adopted the Management Accounts up to the end of June

construction industry professionals. Council approved a focus on

2016, showing a net deficit of £84,441 – an overall adverse variance of

internationalisation for 2017 and beyond.

£31,492 on the budgeted deficit £52,949. This deficit is addressed by

Council noted the Scottish Government appointed independent

the Incorporation’s 2015 surplus (£80,000) with the modest remaining

panel’s report on the ‘root and branch’ review of the planning system.

deficit of £4,500 comfortably accommodated within the contingency

They agreed a letter should be sent to the Minister, raising key areas

of £100,000 agreed by Council in December 2013.

of involvement where the RIAS should be actively involved in working

The Membership Report was noted, with 6 deaths, 8 removals, 2
resignations, 2 transfers to Retired, 10 reinstatements, 27 elections to

groups.
Council approved the Secretary’s proposal for preliminary legal

Student Membership, 104 elections to Membership, 1 nomination to

examination of an issue raised regarding a chargeable completion

Fellowship and 4 nominations to Honorary Fellowship. Membership

certificate scheme by a local authority.

numbers are now over 5000, the highest they’ve been at any point

Council agreed to the drafting of an official RIAS response to the

in the RIAS’ 100 year history. Charlene Rankin, the RIAS’ Membership

Independent Inquiry on the Construction of Edinburgh Schools. This

Manager was warmly commended for her continuing endeavours.

was to be written by David Dunbar PPRIAS and the Secretary and

Council agreed to a policy statement from the President on Brexit,
jointly released by the four UK architectural bodies (RIAS, RIBA, RSAW,
RSUA) and the RIAI.
Council supported the President’s ongoing endeavours on

signed off by Council.
Concerns were raised over the re-organisation of the National
Trust for Scotland (NTS). It was agreed that the Secretary and
Conservation Committee Convenor take up the matter with the Chair

the European Single Procurement Document (ESPD) to ensure it

of NTS if there was no satisfactory response from their letters to the

is translated correctly for Scotland and is not susceptible to legal

Chief Executive.

challenges. Council noted that Brian Moore has produced a worked
example of an ESPD compliant PQQ.
The re-launch of the RIAS Practice Directory for 2017-2020 was

The procedures for nomination and election of the RIAS President
2017-2019 were approved by Council.
Council approved the review and update of the RIAS Strategy

agreed by Council, with ‘early-bird’ and Chartered Practice prices being

2017-2022. The RIAS Panel of Adjudicators and the RIAS Committee

held at 2013/14 rates.

Schedule for 2017 were both noted by Council. Council also noted

The success of the Festival of Architecture 2016 has demonstrated

the UK Government’s standard levy which is to be imposed on larger

both a public appetite for architecturally themed events and the fact

employers. This will require those with a wage bill of over £3m to pay

that such activities enhance the public standing of the profession. One

0.5% of monies over this figure into an apprenticeship ‘pot’.

of the goals of the Festival is that it should generate a positive “legacy”.
Council approved the proposal for a month-long, self-funded, Festival

The Incorporation’s media log was noted by Council, with around
400 significant articles/interviews since March.

of Architecture in 2017 onwards.
The Incorporation has been invited by Scottish Enterprise
to contribute to a review of international activity by Scottish

Carol-Ann Hildersley
Senior Manager: Secretary & Treasurer’s Office

RIAS Secretary Honoured by the RIBA
The Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA) has awarded RIAS

The organisation’s influence and public standing have also never

Secretary, Neil Baxter, its Honorary Fellowship in recognition of his

been greater. The Festival of Architecture has engaged communities

“enormous contribution to architecture”.

throughout Scotland with architecture like never before – and

Past recipients of RIBA Honorary Fellowships include Sir Terence

audience numbers will soon top one million. Neil deserves huge credit

Conran, Dame Vivien Duffield DBE, Thomas Heatherwick, Anish

and this tremendous and well-deserved honour by our sister Institute,

Kapoor, Sasha Lubetkin, Richard Sennett, Sir Nicholas Serota, Paul

recognises both his own achievements and the Incorporation’s

Smith, Ai Weiwei and Alan Yentob.

continuing endeavours in support of the profession Neil serves with

RIAS President, Willie Watt, commented:

such vision and dedication.”

“Since Neil Baxter re-joined the RIAS, eight years ago, as our CEO,
the Incorporation’s service to our members has never been better.
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Honorary Fellowships
Suzanne McIntosh

© Malcolm Cochrane

Suzanne is a Chartered Town Planner,

Having migrated to the private sector,

Affiliate Member of the Royal Incorporation

urban designer and mediator. Her areas of

Suzanne became an associate, planning and

and has been treasurer of the Association

specialisation include conservation and listed

urban designer at Keppie design, leading on

of Mediators since 2012. Since 2000

buildings; urban design, masterplanning and

planning applications and managing major,

she has served on the RIAS’ Planning

design guidance. She has regularly appeared

high profile and contentious projects.

Committee advising the Incorporation on

as an expert witness at public inquiries and

Since 2009 she has headed up the

planning matters and Scottish Government

in the courts. She is retained by a broad

eponymous Suzanne McIntosh Planning

consultations. This voluntary involvement

spectrum of clients throughout Scotland to

Limited and been a partner, with the brilliant

has been invaluable to the Incorporation.

provide specialist planning advice and act

Hugh Crawford, in Frank Mears Associates.

She has also written and lectured extensively

on their behalf particularly on contentious,

In the last few years she has gained

on planning, conflict resolution and

conservation issues.

complex consents for major projects in

environmental law.

Suzanne started her career as a

Drumnadrochit; at Loch Fyne Oyster Bar; the

development control planner at Rochester

category A listed Corinthian Club, Glasgow;

Upon Medway Council, Kent then undertook

the former BBC Scotland HQ in Glasgow and

the same role at Midlothian. Her ultimate role

is currently working on the restoration of the

at Midlothian Council was as senior officer

Odeon, South Clerk Street. All this in addition

on the Planning Design Team. She prepared

to a succession of expert witness roles

the Council’s supplementary design guidance

throughout Central Scotland.

and development briefs on new housing
developments, SUDS and biodiversity.
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Suzanne is a Corporate Member of the
Royal Town Planning Institute, long-time

Suzanne McIntosh is awarded
the Incorporation’s Honorary
Fellowship for services to
architecture and conservation in
Scotland.
Neil Baxter Hon FRIAS
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Lady Sarah Wolffe QC
Born Sarah Poyntell LaBudde, Lady
Wolffe is a US Citizen who studied for a
BA at Dartmouth College, Hanover, New
Hampshire then continued her education at
Oxford. She met and married James Wolffe
QC in 1987. She qualified as a solicitor from
Edinburgh University in 1992 and worked
at the Bank of Scotland legal department
from 1992 to 1993. She was called to the bar
in 1994 and until 2008, practised as a junior
counsel, mainly in commercial and public law.
From 1996 until 2008 she was also standing
junior counsel to the Department of Trade
and Industry and its successor departments.
Since 2007 she has been an ad hoc advocate
depute.
Lady Wolffe was appointed QC in
2008. As senior counsel she has practised
mainly in commercial and public law. She
was a member of the Disciplinary Tribunal
of the Faculty of Advocates 2005-2008 and
has been a member of the Police Appeals
Tribunal since 2013. The Hon Lady Wolffe was
appointed a Judge of the Supreme Courts in
March 2014.
In public life, Lady Wolffe has supported
a number of notable causes – including The
National Library of Scotland’s acquisition
of the Aberdeen Breviary in 2014 and the
Library’s endeavour to secure and archive the
John Murray Collection.

The Hon Lady Wolffe is awarded
the Incorporation’s Honorary
Fellowship for distinguished
service to Scottish law and
letters.

© Malcolm Cochrane

Neil Baxter Hon FRIAS
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Honorary Fellowships
Lord James Wolffe QC
James Wolffe is Scotland’s Lord Advocate.
Born in Dumfries, son of the distinguished and
much loved architect, Antony Curtis Wolffe,
James attended the local comprehensive,
Kirkcudbright Academy followed by legal
education at Edinburgh and Balliol College,
Oxford. He trained as a solicitor with Maclay
Murray and Spens and spent a year as legal
assistant to the Lord President in 1990-91,
during Lord Hope’s tenure.
At the Bar since 1992 and a QC from
2007, he has extensive experience in civil law,
particularly in commercial and public law. He
has appeared before the House of Lords, the
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, and
the UK Supreme Court. He is head of the UK
delegation to the Council of European Bars
and Law Societies.
Elected as Vice-Dean of the Faculty of
Advocates in 2013 he was subsequently
elected Dean of the Faculty in 2014 in the
first online election in the Faculty’s history.
He was the first standing Junior Counsel to
the Scottish Ministers from 2002-2007 where
he gained close insight into the workings
of government, he then spent three years
as a High Court prosecutor as an advocate
depute and senior advocate depute. He has
extensive experience of both commercial
and public law. James was called to the bar of
England and Wales in 2013. His appointment
as Scotland’s Lord Advocate was confirmed
by Parliament on 1st June.
In addition to a considerable number of
publications and articles on the law, James
Wolffe is a Trustee of The National Library of
Scotland. Refreshingly the only club cited in
his Who’s Who entry is The Waverley Tennis
Club.

© Malcolm Cochrane

Lord James Wolffe is awarded
the Incorporation’s Honorary
Fellowship for services to the
law and letters of Scotland.
Neil Baxter Hon FRIAS
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Obituaries
John Arnott FRIAS

John Drummond FRIAS

31 August 1921 to April 2016

9 June 1925 to 15 July 2016
designed warehouses and commercial sheds.
Frustrated at the slow pace of infrastructure
development, he returned to Glasgow the
following year to work with James Taylor,
designing housing, offices, shops, factories
for industrial estates and hospital buildings.
In 1959, Ian joined Robert F Bluck to set
up in practice in Glasgow. Among his projects
were the Lorne Hotel in Sauchiehall Street
and office developments, including Kimberley
House, 169 Elderslie Street, Claremont House
and Clifton House. Fleming House in Renfrew
Street is still a landmark on the Glasgow

John Arnott, known as Jack, was born in

skyline, now converted into apartments. The

1921 in Eastriggs, Dumfries and Galloway,

practice became John Drummond & Partners

the youngest of five children. Following the

in 1965.
In the late 1960s and early 70s, Ian broke

death of his father when Jack was less than

new ground with designs for prototype

one year old, the family moved to Glasgow
and then to Motherwell.
After leaving school, Jack was employed

John Drummond, known as Ian, was born
at Balmuick near Comrie in 1925, the son of a

by Lanarkshire County Council as an

farmer and an artist. Ian’s early life was spent

apprentice architect. His training was

on a succession of farms in Stirlingshire and

interrupted by the Second World War, and

Dunbartonshire. In 1939 the family moved to

in 1941 he was conscripted, joining the RAF,

Glasgow. When the Second World War broke

where he trained as a pilot.

out, Ian went to live with his aunt and uncle

After the war, Jack returned to
Lanarkshire County Council, qualifying as an

on their dairy farm near Callander.
Ian enrolled at the Glasgow School of

architect by passing the RIBA external exams

Architecture and, to support the war effort,

following study at home. He remained in local

joined the Clyde River Patrol, searching for

Government throughout his professional

German mines. In June 1943, he was called up

life. In 1963 he became County Architect of

to the Royal Navy, training as a radio operator

Aberdeenshire and, following re-organisation

and telegraphist. His ship, HMS Barnwell

in 1975, Director of Architectural Services in

arrived in Normandy on D-Day-plus-one,

Grampian Regional Council.

to lay moorings for Mulberry Harbours. The

He led a large department, with a

ship was subsequently assigned to the Burma

workload including education, social work,

theatre of war in January 1945, to lay moorings

police, industrial estates and house building.

in the lagoon as anchorage from which oil

He was also responsible for Woodhill House

tankers could refuel aircraft in the war against

in Aberdeen, the region’s headquarters.
Jack took early retirement in 1982 to

the Japanese.
After demobilisation, Ian returned to

look after his wife, Dalene, who was in poor

the School of Architecture to complete his

health. In 1988 they moved to Broughty Ferry

training. He married his classmate, Marla

to live beside their daughter. Jack became

Sinclair, in 1952.

skilled in woodturning, and enjoyed this as a

schools. He designed the Walton conference
centre for the old Southern General Hospital
and Clive House in India Street for the
former Strathclyde Regional Council. He
also designed Charlotte House, 78 Queen
Street and an extension to the Royal Bank of
Scotland in Trongate. In the mid 1980s, Ian
was involved in converting the listed Canada
Court warehouse in Miller Street to housing.
Elected a Fellow of the RIAS in March
1985, Ian retired from professional practice
in 1990. He and Marla had moved to Killearn
in Stirlingshire and Ian started attending
art classes. He volunteered with the local
Abbeyfield Home. With Marla, he joined
the local walking group, and he and Marla
enjoyed several visits to Australia to visit
family. Marla died in 2012.
Ian’s health began to deteriorate last
year and he died in July this year, aged 91.
He is survived by his four children and their
partners, his 10 grand-children, and the wider
family. His son Stewart, and grandson Angus,
have followed him into architecture.

Having initially worked in general practice

hobby. Jack is survived by his daughter, three

in Glasgow, in 1954 Ian decided to explore

grandchildren and five great-grandchildren.

the potential for moving his young family

Obituary kindly supplied by his daughter,
Carol Mutch

secure “house units” for List D approved

to Northern Rhodesia. Joining a former
Glasgow Tech friend in the town of Kitwe, he

Obituary kindly supplied by the family
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Obituaries
John A McBoyle RIAS

Mark Turnbull FRIAS

1939 to 4 July 2016

1 April 1943 to 19 May 2016

John A. McBoyle was born in Portknockie,
near Buckie in 1939. He studied at Scott
Sutherland School of Architecture, Aberdeen,
graduating in 1964.
After graduation he started work at
Banff County Council. He then worked with
Scottish Malt Distillers for a brief spell before
returning, in 1970, to Banff County, later
Grampian Region, where he worked until he
retired in 1996.
His retirement was spent combining
his passion for travel with his love of
architecture. He drove across every state in
the USA and travelled extensively throughout
Europe visiting the works of some of his
favourite architects.
He is survived by his wife, Effie and his
daughter, Lynne.

Mark Turnbull died at home on 19th of May
2016. He was seventy three.
Mark was a leading light in the

After Alan retired from the practice, Mark

Scotland, an extremely able, yet modest

eventually formed Mark Turnbull Landscape

man. He was both architect and landscape

Architect. His new practice was small and

architect.

design led, concentrating on masterplanning,

He had a slow start. He attended George

landscape, and visual and landscape

Watson’s College and was then apprenticed

assessment. Computer graphics and design

to John Carnegie Architects. Within a year

were central to Mark’s interests. In 1999 he

his portfolio secured his entry to Edinburgh

formed Envision3D with Dr. Ian McAulay,

College of Art. From then his trajectory

providing visualisation and mapping for a

was generally upward. Awarded a Fulbright

range of environmental, development and

Scholarship, he travelled to America to do a

energy applications.

After graduation he worked with Ian

Mark was Chairman of the Edinburgh
Green Belt Initiative, Member of the

McHarg in Philadelphia and for four years

Countryside Commission for Scotland,

was Assistant Professor at the University of

Director and Vice Chair of the Lothian

Southern California, teaching architecture

Greenspace Trust and Member of the Royal

and landscape while continuing in practice.

Fine Art Commission for Scotland. He

He returned to Scotland in 1974, and
joined W J Cairns and Partners, initially as
associate and then partner. His projects

96

into a large practice, operating UK wide.

professional environmental world in

MLA at the University of Pennsylvania in 1966.

Obituary kindly supplied by the family

In 1982 he formed the Turnbull Jeffrey
Partnership with Alan Jeffrey, which evolved

believed strongly in education and for a while,
was an external examiner at Heriot-Watt.
Much of his work was in the countryside

included the Flotta Oil Terminal and Meggat

for which he felt passionately. He had similar

Reservoir.

feelings for the coast. He co- designed a

RIAS Quarterly Autumn 2016

Dr Peter Willis FRIAS
26 August 1933 to 12 August 2016
serious yacht moored on the West Coast

the University of Minnesota, a visiting fellow

where he spent as much time as possible.

at Yale, a visiting professor in landscape

Mark was good natured and

architecture at the University of Manitoba,

approachable with an endless supply of

and ultimately Frederic Lindley Morgan

energy. From 2011, some of this was aimed

Professor of Architectural Design at the

at Landscape Institute Scotland. Under his

University of Louisville.

Chairmanship, there was an excellent national

After leaving Newcastle University, he

conference, stronger links with education,

took an MA (1995) in the Department of

increased activity for members and greater

Theology at the University of Durham. In

presence in the public and political arena. The

1999 he gained a Diploma in Music at the

LIS was placed on a sound business footing.

Open University, and then enrolled as a

His influence spread to the Landscape

postgraduate in the Department of Music at

Institute in London where he was an able

Durham, completing a thesis entitled ‘Chopin

advocate for the Scottish Branch.
Mark’s passion for America extended

in Britain’ in 2009 and gaining his second PhD
Born in 1933 in Thornaby, Yorkshire,

in 2010.

to many things American. He adored their

Peter Willis graduated from King’s College,

He was elected a Fellow of the Royal

muscle cars, owning an orange Stingray.

Newcastle with First Class Honours in 1956.

Society of Arts (FRSA), Fellow of the Society

He collected American rock music, built

In 1956, he went to Cambridge University

of Antiquaries of Scotland and Fellow of

amplifiers, and played electric guitar. He read

to undertake research under Sir Nikolaus

the Society of Antiquaries of London and

“Scientific American” from cover to cover. A

Pevsner on the 18th-century landscape

awarded a DLitt by Durham University in

hero was Hank Marvin, and like him, Mark

designer Charles Bridgeman. He spent 1960-

1992. He published numerous books and

had a Fender. The introit for his funeral

61 in California as a teaching assistant in the

articles, including on Bridgeman and Chopin.

service, was the solo recording of Hank

Department of Art at UCLA. On his return

He was also consultant editor for the 19th

playing “Apache”. Those who knew Mark well

to the UK in l961, he completed his thesis on

edition of Bannister Fletcher’s History of

just smiled.

Bridgeman and was awarded his PhD.

Architecture.

Mark was a keen supporter of The

In the autumn of 1961, he joined Robert

He was Honorary Treasurer of the

Festival of Architecture, indeed, on the day

Matthew, Johnson-Marshall and Partners

Society of Architectural Historians of Great

of his death he was editing the text for an LIS

in Edinburgh, and contributed to projects

Britain from 1967-77 and a member of the

Festival project. At the Festival Forum shortly

including Queen’s College, Dundee and

American Society of Architectural Historians

after his Funeral, Mark’s death was quite

a competition for St Paul’s Choir School,

from 1965.

appropriately described as “a great loss to

London.

Scotland”.
He is survived by his wife, Sharon.

In 1964-5 he was a junior fellow in

Peter Willis was married to Jennifer, with
one son, Magnus.

landscape architecture at Dumbarton
Oaks Research Library and Collection in
Washington, DC. He lectured widely in the

Obituary kindly supplied by the family

United States.
Returning to Britain in 1965, he was
appointed to a lectureship in architecture at
Newcastle University where, after becoming
reader in the history of architecture in 1979,
he remained full-time until 1990. From 199096 he taught part-time.
In conjunction with the project office at
Newcastle University, he was architect for a
group practice surgery in Alnwick, completed
in 1984.

Adapted from an obituary supplied by Alan
Cameron RIAS

He returned to the United States
frequently as, variously, a visiting professor at

Obituaries which are read out
at RIAS Council are published
in RIAS Quarterly
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Contacting RIAS
By telephone

By fax

By email

By post

+44 (0) 131 229 7545

+44 (0) 131 228 2188

info@rias.org.uk

15 Rutland Square
Edinburgh
eh1 2be

Carol-Ann Hildersley
Senior Manager: Secretary and
Treasurer’s Office

Louise McLeod
Senior Manager: Finance and
Administration

Maryse Richardson
Senior Manager: Practice

childersley@rias.org.uk
Joined: April 2010. Management of the
Secretary’s and President’s offices,
oversight of communications and
events, administration and minuting
of PPC and Council, research, CoEditor of RIAS Quarterly. Delivery of
RIAS communications, events and
awards.

lmcleod@rias.org.uk
Joined: November 1986. Responsible
for all human resource and central
services functions including
finance, audit, salaries, pensions,
member pensions, annual contracts,
insurances, personnel, recruitment,
membership, staff management, IT,
health & safety, the building.

mrichardson@rias.org.uk
Joined: April 2003. Manages Practice
Services, secretariat for RIAS Practice
committees and production of
quarterly Practice Information, legal
and contractual queries, maintaining
the RIAS suite of Standard Forms,
managing dispute resolution expert
panels, management of conservation
and sustainability accreditation.

Liz Baillie
Project Officer: Festival 2016 p/t

Stuart Bryce
Manager: Bookshop p/t

Gordon Connelly
Assistant: Festival 2016

Karen Cunningham
Director: Festival 2016 p/t

liz.baillie@rias.org.uk
Joined: July 2015. Short-term contract
to March 2017. Project management
and delivery of specific major content
of the 2016 Festival programme,
co-ordination of the public appeal
and expert panel liaison on Scotstyle,
taking direction from the Festival
Director and from RIAS.

bookshop@rias.org.uk
Joined: September 2012. Managing
RIAS Bookshop, including sales
of architectural appointments,
certificates, administrations forms
and up-to-date and archived building
contracts. Telephone, website and
direct sale to members and the public
of RIAS publications and a wide range
of architectural books.

gordon.connelly@rias.org.uk
Joined: June 2016. Short-term contract
to October 2016. Evaluation of
Festival content, venue planning and
event liaison, taking direction from
RIAS and working closely with the
Festival Director.

karen.cunningham@rias.org.uk
Joined: February 2015. Overall
direction of the Festival with specific
responsibility for staffing, funding
oversight, media relations, planning
and delivery of core programme,
PR and marketing. Coordination of
the Festival partnershp forum and
support for partner activity.

Valérie Decker
Assistant: Festival 2016

Elaine Dobie
Practice Administrator

valerie.decker@rias.org.uk
Joined: June 2016. Short-term contract
to March 2017. Evaluation of Festival
content, venue planning and event
liaison, taking direction from RIAS
and working closely with the Festival
Director.

edobie@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2013. Practice Services
support, administers conservation
and sustainability accreditation
schemes and the RIAS Energy Design
Certification Scheme. Coordinates
the e-PI Bulletin, Practice Services
website updates and online research.

Jon Jardine
Graphic/IT Designer: RIAS and
Festival 2016

Maureen Johnstone
Senior Finance and Administration
Assistant

jon.jardine@rias.org.uk
Joined: October 2014. All RIAS graphic
and IT design, marketing productions
and coordinating approach across
all platforms and continuity in visual
productions and publications,
particularly RIAS Quarterly, core
aspects of the 2016 programme,
coordination of inputs.

mjohnstone@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2003. Support for
finance and central services, financial
processing and filing, coordination of
internal room bookings, oversight of
RIAS catering and meeting set-ups,
assisting membership, post and mail,
management of office recycling.

Senior Management

Neil Baxter Hon FRIAS
Secretary and Treasurer
nbaxter@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2008. Oversight of
RIAS policy, governance, business
planning and budgets. Overall
responsibility for the Incorporation’s
membership services, Consultancy,
Practice Services, accreditation
schemes, events, publications,
outreach, political liaison, CPD,
educational initiatives and awards.
Curator of the Festival of Architecture
2016.

Staff
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Hayley Kyle
Finance and Administration
Assistant

Veronica Low
Manager: Commercial

Emma Lucas
Communications and Events
Assistant

hayley.kyle@rias.org.uk
Joined: July 2015. To provide
additional support to finance and
central services functions, financial
processing and filing, assisting with
catering and meeting set-ups, post
and mail and to provide cover for
reception and other departments.

vlow@rias.org.uk
Joined: May 2011. Advertising sales
and sponsorship for the RIAS
Quarterly. Sale and distribution of
RIAS publications and space rentals
in Rutland Square. Also responsible
for sponsorship liaison for RIAS
events and the 2016 Festival of
Architecture.

Charlene Rankin
Manager: Membership / RIAS
Consultancy

Lena Sideri
Receptionist / Bookshop Assistant
p/t

Lorraine Sutherland
Senior Receptionist / Bookshop
Assistant p/t

crankin@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2002. Management
of Membership and Members’
data, RIAS Consultancy, Scottish
Community Projects Fund, Architect
in the Hoose (charity fundraising
campaign) and the RIAS Clients
Advisory Service.

reception@rias.org.uk
Joined: September 2016. Dealing
with incoming calls, meeting and
greeting, opening and logging mail
for distribution, ordering stationery
and monitoring stock, dealing with
suppliers, maintaining press cuttings
file, bookshop cover and support.

reception@rias.org.uk
Joined: June 2005. Dealing with
incoming calls, meeting and greeting,
opening and logging mail for
distribution, ordering stationery
and monitoring stock, dealing with
suppliers, maintaining press cuttings
file, general administration duties.
Bookshop cover and support.

Marjorie Appleton FRIAS
Practice Services Consultant p/t

Brian Moore Hon FRIAS
Director: Consultancy p/t

mappleton@rias.org.uk
Joined September 2010. Advises on
Practice Information and matters
relating to its publication, content
and delivery. Oversees the content,
design and development of all
technical information issued to
practices and chartered practices.

bmoore@rias.org.uk
Joined: 1995. Manages all aspects of
architectural competitions, deals with
procurement issues for architects
and improving procurement in
architecture by ensuring value-based
selection procedures in all RIAS
Competitions.

Eleanor McAllister OBE Hon
FRIAS
Director: RIAS Centenary p/t

emma.lucas@rias.org.uk
Joined: July 2015. Event Management,
internal communication including
website content management,
editorial assistance for RIAS
Quarterly, e-bulletins, media
monitoring, awards coordination.
Responsible for Online Directory and
job ads.

Janet Nixon
Manager: SBCC p/t
jnixon@rias.org.uk
Joined: May 2014. Ensuring that
the RIAS contract for the Scottish
Building Contract Committee’s
endeavours is effectively delivered,
including new contracts, online
provision, annual lecture and annual
conference. Support for SBCC
Drafting Committee and Board.

Lily
Office Dog p/t
ldog@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2008. Works to
maintain a stress-free working
environment, occasionally enliven
meetings and ensure a focus on the
key agenda priorities (biscuits and
sandwiches). Introduces a Zen-like
calm by generally wandering about
and sleeping under desks.

Advisors

eleanor.mcallister@rias.org.uk
Joined: October 2015. Overall charge
of the Under One Roof website
project and steering all RIAS
Centenary events and publications.

John Norman Hon FRIAS
Accountant p/t
jnorman@rias.org.uk
Joined: April 2008. Annual budget,
quarterly accounts and detaied
reporting to Council, annual statutory
accounts for RIAS charity and RIAS
Services Ltd, VAT returns, ledger
management/supervision, RIAS/RIBA
membership reconciliations, annual
audit, payroll issues, other tax and
financial issues, as required.
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Professional Indemnity Insurance

PROTECTING YOUR
EXPERTISE FOR OVER
30 YEARS
ARRANGING PROFESSIONAL INDEMNITY INSURANCE AND PROVIDING
RISK MANAGEMENT SERVICES FOR THE PROFESSION IN SCOTLAND
For further information contact:
DAVID BATHGATE
RIAS Insurance Services, Orchard Brae House,
30 Queensferry Road,
Edinburgh EH4 2HS.
0131 311 4130
david.bathgate@marsh.com
RIAS Insurance Services is a trading name for Marsh Ltd
Marsh Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Copyright © 2016 Marsh Ltd All rights reserved
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